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UMR engineer runs for office
By KEN HARDY
One of the politicians
running for office thls year is
a UMR engineer.
Steve Gardner, who is

running for the Eighth
Congressional District seat
from Missouri, received a
degree
in
mechanical
engineering from Rolla in
1970.

Speaking at the Phelps
County courthouse last
Thursday, Gardner stated a
belief that technical answers
are needed to many of the
problems of today. He backs

increased investment in
l'esearch and development
and
favors
continued
development of nuclear
energy.
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Steve Gardner, an Eighth Congressional District
candidate, was in Rolla last week. A 1970 UMR
graduate, Gardner thinks that technology is the
key to America's future.
(Photo by Bee)

October 4

Parents' Day scheduled
SOURCE: OPI
A full .slate of activities is
planned for Parents' Day at
the University of MissouriRolla Saturday, Oct. 4.
The schedule is as follows:
Friday, Oct. 3 - Concert,
Jazz I, 7 p.m. , St. Pat's
Ballroom,
' University
Center-West.
-Board
of
directors
meeting, UMR Parents'
Association, 7 p.m~ Missouri
Room, University CenterEast.
Saturday, Oct. 4
Registration, 8:30 to 11 a.m.,
Pat's
Ballroom,
St.
University Center-West.
-Music.
UMR
Wind

Ensemble, 8:30-9 a.m. and
10:30-11
a.m.,
Miner
Lounge, University CenterEast.
-Board
of
directors
meeting, UMR Parents'
Association, 9 a.m., Missouri
Room, University CenterEast.
-Campus tours, from
University Center, 9 to 11:30
a .m.
-Faculty
ReceptionRefreshments, 9 to 10:30
a.m., Chancellor's Welcome,
10 a.m., Centennial Hall,
University Center-East.
-KUMR
Radio
openhouse, and gallery
. exhibit of arts and crafts,
Wilson Library, 10 a.m. to 5

p.m.
-Varsity Soccer Game,
Miners vs. Missouri Baptist
College, UMR
Athletic
Field,10:30a.m.
-UMR
Parents'
Association buffet luncheon,
11 :30 a.m., Bullman MultiPurpose Building.
-VarSity Football Game,
Miners
vs.
Lincoln
University,
1:30
p.m.,
J ackling Field.
Academic departments,
residence halls, fraternities
and sororities will be open,
and all events· except the
football game and luncheon
are free. Families and
friends of UMR students are
invited to attend.

i.
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.Research project needs males
SOURCE:OPI

On Oct. 1 at 8:30 a.m. two men died at UMR's GROW (Gasification
Research on Wood) project. They w ere Kurt Holekamp, a UMR student,
and Don Allison, a UMR employee. Holekamp had climbed into a tank to
scrape loose a build up of sawdust. Allison climbed in to help, when he
apparently saw Holekamp overcome by gas. A study is being made to
determine the nature of the gas.
(Photo by Joel Goodridge)
(Courtesy of Rolla Daily News)

The . legendary ,colonial
hero, Miles Standish, was so
timid around women that he
sent his friend, John Alden,
to do his courting for him.
And Charlie Brown of the
"Peanuts" comic strip,
worships the little red-haired
girl from afar, and finds
himself agonizingly tonguetied in her presence.
are
extreme
These
examples of shyness in the
presence of the opposite sex.
It's called " dating anxiety"
or " heterosexual anxiety"
by psychologist.
Such shyness is felt by
almost everyone at some
time or other, says Dr. Dee
Haemmerlie Montgomery,
clinical psychologist at the
University of MissouriRolla , a researcher on the
subject.
"Only 7 percent of
Americans interviewed in a
1977 survey said that they
had
never experienced
shyness," she says. "The
person who is shy in ordinary social contacts may
be even more anxious in a

oatmg situation. "
The problem is common
among high school and
college students, according
to extensive research done
during the past decade. A
preliminary survey last
spring indicated that UMR
students were no exception :
Dr. Haemmerlie reports.
But she adds, no one needs to
remain shy.
This fall she is working on
the second phase of her
project to study methods of
reducing heterosexual or
dating anxiety and methods
of building social and dating
skills. She feels that there is
a need for such a study:
"Young people can get
training in academic and
vocational subjects and such
activities as dancing and
tennis. But there is no formal training in handling
emotional anxiety or in
social-dating
learning
skills," she points out.
Students will learn specific
social skills. These include
non-verbal communication
(eye contact, gestures,
posture, facial expressioIi,

giving attention) what to say
in different situations, and
how to say it (voice, tone,
fluency, volume) .
The UMR psychologist
expects the students to apply
what is learned to more than
just h~ping them to be more
at ease with the opposite sex.
"In
learning
the
techniques to cope with dating anxiety, the student
should learn how to handle
emotions and anxiety in
other situations. And the
techniques used to build
dating skills, which are
really basic social skills, can
be applied to building any
skill," she adds.
UMR male students who
are interested in participating in the research
project in improving socialdating skills should contact
Dr.
Haemmerlie,
110
Humanities
on
Social
Studies, 341~10, as soon as
possible to get a form to fill
out. Sessions in improving
social skills will begin this
month.
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SEG
There will be a brief business meeting In Room 305 Norwood on Oct.
7 at 7:00 p.ll!.

THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Great Films Series presents "Great Northfield Minnesota
Rald," directed by Phillip Kaufman, at 7:30 p.m. In the Miles
AudilnrliDn In the ME Building. Season ticket or $2 at the door.

COUNCIL OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
The Council of Graduate Students will hold a meeting on Tuesday,
October 7, 1980 at 3:30 p.m. In the Missouri Room of the University
Center East.
All departmental representatives and other graduate students are
"
A.C.M.
.'i9D Thursday, October 2, the Association for Computing Machinery urged to attend. Business to be discussed Includes confirmation of
bold a meetmg at 7 p.m. In the Humanities-Social Sciences . new treasurer, the fall piCniC, a new payroll system, review of the
faculty bylaws, committee reports, and new business from the floor.
Room G-S.~. Don Hall, of Arkansas Best Corporation, will
.SU!!8k on "Teleprocessing In the Transportation Industry. .. AU
Members are urged to attend. Refreshments will be available.
KAPPA MU EPSILON
There will be a meeting on October 7, Tuesday, at 6: 30 p.m., Room
ETAKAPPANU
209. The guest speaker will be Dean Robert Davis, speaking on
Eta Kappa Nu business meeting . and pledge smoker will be on
" Finite Element Methods". Refreshments will be served.
Thursday, October 2nd. The meeting will star! at 6:30 In EE lOS, and
the smoker at 7:00 In EE 104. Today ts the last day to decide
prospective members, join todayl There will be refreshments after
COMMUNICATIONS CLUB MEETING
the meeting I
There will be a Communications Club meeting next Tuesday, October 7, 1980. The meeting will be held In 204 Humanities-Social
Sciences, and all members and Interested persons are urged to atM-O.UB
tend.
There will be a short meeting for all members tonight at 7: 00 In the
M.E . building Room 121. AU members please attend.

!!!.

"ding

UMR MOTORCYCLE CLUB
The UMR Motorcycle Club will meet Tuesday, the 7th of October, at
6:30 p.m. In Room 104 of the Humanities Bldg. Anyone who likes to
ride motorcycles is encouraged to attend.

FRIDAY
LAMDA em ALPHA
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is sponsoring it's second annual
Night at the Fights boxing match for charity, to be held on Friday,
October 3 at 8 p.m. AU Interested boxers are Invited to attend
workouts at the UMR Multi-Purpose building, Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at 7 p.m. AU equipment is provided. For more information
you may call the Fraternity house at 364-9901 and ask for Kenny
Strope.

LECTURE ON ALGERIA
A slide presentation and lecture about Algeria will be held at 7: 00
p.m. on FrIday, October 3, In the Mark TwaIn Room of the Student
Union.
The speaker will be Dr. Marshall Findley of the Chemical
Engineering Dept. Tbts Is the first of a series of lectures planned by
the International Students Club, and all Interested persons are Invited
to attend. Coffee and donuts will be servNl

TUESDAY
A.C.M.
On Tuesday, October 7, the Association for Computing Machinery
will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. In the Math-Computer Science Building
Room 209. Mr. Steve Smith, of Tennessee Eastman, will speak on the
"Development and Implementation of an On-Line Application
System." All members are urged to attend. Refreshments will be

available.
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ANS
The UMR student branch of the American Nuclear Society will have
a meeting on Tuesday, October 7,1980, with guest speaker Ray Bono,
UMR Health Physicist. He will discuss decontaritlnation procedures
and ionizing radiation. The presentation will begin at 7:30 p.m. In
Room 104 of the Mechanical Engineering Building. Anyone Interested
is Invited to attend.

WEDNESDAY
SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The M.S.M. Spelunkers go cavin' almost every weekend. Come by
one of our meetings any Wednesday at 6: IS In Room 305, Norwood
Hall.
WESLEY
Dr. Bob Barefield will discuss stress and anxiety on Wednesday
night at 6: 00 to prepare UMR students for mid:terms. Everyone Is
invited. Wesley Is located at 403 W. 8th, across from the post office
parking lot.

V. H. McNUTT COLLOQUIUM
The V. H. McNutt Colloquium presents a lecture entitled "The
Michigan Basin" by L. L. Sloss on Oct. 8 In Room 305 of Norwood Hall.
There will be no charge or registration fees. Light refreshments will
be served.

NODAV

BLUE KEY MINER OF THE MONTH
Applications for Aug./Sept. Blue Key Miner of the Month may be
picked up from the candy counter. Deadilne for return Is Monday,
Oct. 13, 1980.
A.C.M.
Attention all A.C.M. members: Resume f0rtllli for the A.C.M.
resume book are DOW available In the computer science office room
325 M-CS. Please return your TYPED resumes to computer science
office by 4: 30 on October 17.
S.W.E .
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting resumes for our
annual resume book. Forms may be obtained at the Student Union
candy counter, at the S.W.E. office In Building T-23. This service is
free for S.W.E. members and costs $1.00 for non-members. The
deadilne for completed forms Is October 7.
CHANCELLOR'S OPEN OFFICE
The chancellor's open office hours will be 8 to 9 a.m. and 4 to S p.m.
Monday through FrIday as always. This is a time for faculty, students
and starr to come In and discuss matters of concern with the chan·
cellor.
FINANCIAL AID
The Student Financial AIds Office at UMR is constantiy trying to
improve our methods of informing students about what types of
Financial Aid are available. One idea would be to meet with any
fraternity, sorority, dorm, or group to discuss questions or problems
you have about Student Financial Aid.
Mr. Bob Whites and Mr. David Carr will be present at these sessions
if there is sufficient Interest. These sessions will be held during the
month of November. Please contact the Student Financial Aids Of·
fice, 106 Parker Hall. 341-4282 to discuss times which can be mutually
agreed upon.

I ~ SUB Scripts
This Sunday the Indoor
Recreation committee of
SUB will present the movie
Murder by Death. It will be
shown in Centennial Hall at
4:00p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
For all you future Minnesota Fats, or if you just
enjoy playing Billiard, SUB
will sponsor a Billiards
tournament beginning October 15th. Sign ups for the
tournament will begin on
Wednesday, October 1st. The
sign up sheets will be posted
in the University Center.
On - Friday, October 10th
the Social committee will

have
a
Coffeehouse
featuring Jasmine. It will be
at 8:00 p.m. in Centennial
Hall.
The
Special
Events
Committee of SUB Is holding
a campus wide voting for
Homecoming Queen. It will
be Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday, October 15, 16,
17 and 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
near the ' hockey puck.
Everyone with a valid UMR
ID is encouraged to vote.
Last year there were 4,000
votes compared to 1400 votes
for the year before. Let's
have a good participation
again this year!
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DECEMBER GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the
fall semester, you should make application for that degree by going to
the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar's
Office will not be able to Include you with other students finishing
undergraduate and graduate degrees on December 21 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.

Commonwealth of
Rolla
.IJa(·l'lj~.

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Improve yoyr
grades!
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Starts Oct. 3

Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research
paper catalog. All
academic subjects.

WANTED
The MISSOURI MINER is looking
for students interested in working part-time as reporters and
writers. Apply in person at
'MINER Offke in BuilcJing T-l, ·
Monday night at 9:00 p_m. Ex, periemce is helpful but not
necessary_
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Fairytale Fantasies
1. New Adventures of
, ; ,S,n,oW White
: Erotic_Adventures of
'.
Finocchio
,t; 3•.Cinderella 2000
r4. Alice, in Wonderland
All Rated R
Showtime 7:15
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New psychologist at UMR
SOURCE: OPI
Dr. Debra Robinson, new
the
psychologist
in
University of MIssourI-Rolla
Counseling Center, has such
a wide range of interests in
psychology that It has been
hard for her to narrow them
down to one specific field.
"In general, my interest
and experience are aD
oriented to life planning and
development," she says.
That's the field she will
pursue as a counseling
psychologist at UMR.
She has had experience in
a variety of fields. She has
been a counselor and
psychology instructor at the

University
of
Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, where
she received her M.A. and
Ph.D.
degrees.
As
a
graduate
student,
she
worked as an intern in the
psychiatric ward of a
Veterans'
Administration
Medical Center. She has
been
a
counselor
at
Parkland College, a community college in Champaign, where, she says, •'The
counseling
office
did
everything from admissions
to placement. "
Before coming to Rolla in
August, she was coordinator
of outreach programs in a
mental health agency in her
hometown. Danville, Ill ..

where her responsibilltles
ranged from coordinating an
early intervention program
for children under three to
developing comprehensive
community services for the
handicapped.
She has found UMR
students bright and highly
motivated. "Because they
are so intelligent, it is
usually easy to work with
them to help them find their
own answers," she says.
She also likes what she has
found in Rolla.
"One of the first things
that I noticed when I came to
Rolla was that everyone Is so
friendiY. And I was pleased
to find that there are

numerous things to do and
see, which Is unusual in a
town this small." she adds.
She especially loves the
hills, trees and waterways,
and her husband, J. Kent,
agrees. He's a lawyer, also a
Danville native, who plans to
open his office in Rolla in the
near future.
"We're from the flatlands
- com country - so we
really
appreciate
the
scenery," Dr. Robinson
explains. "Besides that, we
enjoy
the
many
opportunities for outdoor activities SLlch as canoeing and
backpacking. "

Dr. Debra Robison.
(OPI Photo)

Coal , can be America's
future energy SOUTce
SOURCE: OPI
~,
a fuet· , lar.tl'iy
overlooked In recent yeaI'$ in
favor of gas and oU", can be.
. the fuel of the fufute and
ease this country's energy
shortage, believes pro R.V.
Ramani, visiting pr9fessor
of mining engineering at the
University of MissouriRolla.
"Coal represeots more
tiIaIr 116 perceftUf the JII'IMD
energy reserves itt t.lle U.S:"
says Rarnani, a professor of
mining engineering at The
Pennsylvania
State
University.
"More
Important,
it
is
widely
distributed
around
the
states, including parts of
Missouri."
"We need a policy decision
to use coal and to stop
depending on someone else
for our energy needs. It must
come soon, but even If that
decision for a strong commitment to using coal were
made today, self-sufficiency
would not happen overnight," he continues.
The professor points out
that it takes about seven or
eight years to put an underground
mine
into
production, three to four
years to put in a surface
mine.
The commitment to coal
should be easier for the

government
to
make
• flecause 01... the Commitment
in the past, ~o, decades by
goternment at all levels to
eqvlronrn~taI , protection
and Impl'OVing the health
and safety of miners. "Many
environmental and beaIth .
and safety issues related to
the use of coal have already
been addressed," he says.
At the same time, he takes
issue with coal's widespread
repIIta~
~- an
environmerilaJ. polluter.
"Air, water and land
pollution' • from
the
'greenhouse syndrome' to
acid rain are all attributed to
coal. Actually we do not
know yet what Is the real
preblem, how much Is attrtbutable' to coal and how
much to auto emissions and
other sources that go into the
atmosphere," he explains.
According to the visiting
professor, coal alone will not
solve the energy problem.
"We have to use all available
sources, and increase the
availability of every source," he says. "At the present
time we are using about 74
quadrillion BTUs a year; in
'the year 2000, it may be up to
anywhere between 120 to 150
quadrillion BTUs."
One of the problems in
using coal Is that it is a solid.
Liquefaction
and
gasification of coal are two

Beta Sigma Psi
wins awards
Submitted By
BETA SIGMA PSI
On the weekend of Sep,
tember'1:1, 1980 Eta'Chapter
of Beta Sigma Psi of Rolla
sent Its delegates to Omaha,
Nebraska for the Beta Sigma
Psi National Convention.
Eta came away with three
out of five awards given and

•

an honorable mention. They
were the Baehr Award for
outstanding
Scrapbook,
Edwards Award for outstanding
Chapter,
Management,
Alonios
Award
for
outstanding
Recruitment and membership education, and an
honorable
mention
for
scholarship.

p~

which will make
coal more attractive as a
fuel. "The teclmology for
these processetl Is already
known; it Is slIIJply a matter
of improving and adapting
techniques to make them
economically feasible," he
adds.

Ramani Is Internationally
known for his pioneering
work in computer appilc~OItS tC1 PUID¥ diffeA!Jrt
minmg operations. He says
that the computer has a
great place in helping
decision makers, but that
appreciation of what the
computer can do for the
mining industry requires a
knowledge of mining and the
limitation of computer use in
that field.
"In mining, we are dealing
with a complex material in a
complex environment. We
can't always predict what
will happen; we have to
analyze alternatives and
computing can be extremely
helpful here," he explains.
During his week-long stay
at UMR, Dr. Ramani met a
busy schedule. He lectures to
one or more classes each
day, gave a public seminar,
and conferred with faculty
and students.
This Is his first trip to
UMR, although he has
known all the mining
department faculty memhers previously through
professional CQntacts. He
says that he has been impressed with the department
- its students and faculty,
and with research, such as
the hydrominer, which has
been developed at UMR.
He has found that being a
visiting professor Is a
rewarding experience.
"I think such visits are
very useful to both the
visiting professor and the
institution he visits in
helping us understand and
appreciate the work each Is
doing." he says.

Thursday.
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Placement office provides ·
low cost service to students
., BySUZ¥8tWNEB ,.
"Placement is a service
provided by the University
and there should be no cost
for the student to receive
that service," said Larry'
Nuss, Director of Career
Development
and
Placement. Nuss was explaining the services offered
by UMR's placement office,
located downtown in the
Buehler Building.
One of the services
provided is an interview
seminar for students, where
they learn how to conduct
themselves in an interview.
Another positive factor of
the placement office is the

availability of audi~vlwat
casset~
that
contain
guidaace and information
about different ·companies.
, These topies are available at
the WUson Library.
Each student pays a fee of
$3.50 to the placement office
wbich covers the cost of
duplicating resumes to be
used by the various companies, but this is just a
handiing fee. The inter:views
themselves are set up free of
charge.
There is a Placement
Advisory Committee consisting of a faculty member
from
each
academic
department and five Student
Council representatives. The

Dr. 'Sitton returns to UMR
SOURCE:OPI
Dr. Oliver (Ollie) Sitton,
who holds three degrees
from the University of
Missouri-Rolla, has returned
to campus this fall as an
assistant
professor
of
chemical engineering.
"I wanted to get into
teaching and basic research
in biochemical engineering,
and, because UMR has an
excellent reputation in industry for its engineers and
scientists, I thought it would
be the place for me to work,"
he said.
Sitton, who was awarded
the Ph.D. degree in chemical
engineering in 1978 and was
subsequently employed as
senior research engineer for
Monsanto. will work with

UMR undergraduates and
graduate students on fermentation
and
reactor
design studies. He's finding
students in his biochemical
engineering
and
heat
transfer classes "interesting
and full of ideas."
Sitton earned his B.S. and
M.S. degrees in chemical
engineering in 1975 and 1976
respectively from UMR. He
Is a member of the American
Institute
of
Chemical
Engineeers, Sigma Xi and
Phi Kappa Phi honorary and
professional societies.
He and his wife, Marilyn,
and one son Benjamin (six
months) , live on Route 2. For
fun, they bowl, do woodworking and hope to float
and camp when Benjamin Is
older.

purpose oi tItII eommJttee' ~
to suggest improvementS for
the way the placement offtce
is run. They meet two or
three times a semester, and
one of their recent Ideas was
to set up a priority system.
This allows a student to pick
four preferred companies,
and when these companies
come to interview, the
student can sign up for his
interview one day early.
The placement office also
offers counseling and career
guidance for students who
aren't sure about the type of
job they want.
Nuss says that for every
class, the placement office
finds jobs for ninety-five
percent of the students that
are seeking employment.
The office also handies
placement of alumni that are
changing jobs.
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I support the
agriculture IfJovelfJent
AUTHOR UNKNOWN

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
ongratulatlons to TKE
for once again rInlshlng first
this time beating all
competition combined In
y arbook photos. Years
from now, when we want to
r mlllisce about our days at
UMR, what will we have to
r mind us? A TKE rush
book, that's what! We can't
understand how the yearbook editor could allow uch
nn obviously biased volume
roll off the prcss s Into the
hands o( the UMR students
who paid plenty for this
k psake.
This Is specially vldent
In the Intramural photos.
Onc could scarcely determin whether any other
organizations partiCipated In
volleyball other than TKE
(alUlough, dlsr gardlng the
wlnn rs, TKE's got their fair
share of shots In sports they
som how didn't win) . It also
appear that TKE was the
only participant In badminton, softball, racquetball, and a plethora of other
events.
E ven disregarding the
presence of many photos of
TKE's, we feel better
judgment could have been
exercised In determining
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Co lllIllents
which pictures to use. Where
arc lhe photos of the football
champions,
Sigma
Phi
EpSilon? TKE's arc shown
under a sign proclaiming
their HI status among TKE
chapters, yet where Is the
I' cognition
of
other
fraternities holding the same
honors from their national
organizations? Sigma PI
won In the Greek Week
gam s (granted, TKE won
overall), yet we sec no Sig
PI 's In the photos of the
Gr ek Games. Instead of
sing the Phi Kaps pulling
th II' winning chnrlot, we're
tr ated to TKE's pulling
theirs. Common courtesy
dictates that we should be
treated to photos of those
who rightly deserve them .
Hopefully, the present
editorial staff of the Rollamo
will use better judgment
when
assembling
the
material for next year's
yearbook. As we have
shown, there are vast
discrepancies In this year's
Rollamo.
Whether
the
abunda nce of photos of
TKE's was Intentional or
not, It represents a staff with
shortcomings.
ma ny
Hopefully, the people with
whom we entrust that por-

lion of our activity fees will
not disappoint us next year.
Signed by 40 UMR students.
Dear Editor,
of
The
prospect
cheerleaders at UMR has
long been a standing joke

(Cont.onpg.S)

Jimmy Carter Is my
Shepherd; I shall not want.
He leadeth me beside stili
factories and abandoned
farms. He restoreth my
doubt about the Democratic
party. He anolnteth my
wages with taxes and Inflation so my expenses
runneth over my Income.
Surely poverty and hard
JIving shall follow the
Democratic party, and I
shall work on a rented farm
and live In a rented house
forever. Five thousand years
ago Moses said. "Pack up

your camel, pick up your
shovel, move your ass, and I
will lead you to the promised
land." Five thousand years
later, F.D.R. said, "Lay
down your shovel, sit on your
ass, light up a Camel, this Is
the promised land." This
year Jimmy Carter will take
your Shovel, sell your camel,
kick your ass and tell you he
gave away the promised
land. I'm glad I am an
American. I am glad I'm
free. I wish I were a dog and
Jimmy Carter was a Peanut
tree.

GEOPHYSICISTS
Join The Leader!
Amoco Production Company is a dynamic, growth oriented subsidiary of Standard Oil Company
of Indiana, and our achievements have made us a leader in oil and gas production :
• Amoco is among the nation's top three gas producers
• In Texas, Amoco ranks second in crude oil production
• We're one of the top drillers in the country.
Accomplishments like these have caused us to grow, and with growth comes opportunities for you to become 8 part of Amoco's success. If you desire a position as
as an entry-level Geophysicist, we're the company for you. We offer :
• Excellent starting income and top-notch benefits
• True potential for career advancement
• One of the petroleum industry's best training programs

~ Amoco Production

~Company

Sublldlrv of Standard Oil Compan'y (lndienal

12 Pack 12 Oz . Cans

Coors Beer
12 Pack 12 Oz . Cans

Busch Beer
750 ML Bluo Nun

Liebfraumilch Wine
750 ML Lombrusco or Bianco

Reunite Wine
1.5 L Chob li , Burgundy ,
Vln Ro ,R hin

•

Carlo Rossi Wine

announ
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Please check within your department for more information .

12 Pack 12 Oz . Cans

The

gxam in

don't

Not to mention that you'll be with us in Houston, a city you've no
doubt heard a lot about, and one that Iives up to its reputation
as an attractive and exciting place to be.

Old Milwaukee Beer

~

Amoco will be interv iewi ng
on campus: October 17
Equal Opportunity
Employer M/ F
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Standardized exams

Access amendments suspend GRE testing
The Graduate Record
Examinations Board has
announced that, as a result
of the new amendments to
the New York State law
regulating
standardized
testing, it will be necessary
to temporarily suspend
administration of all 20 GRE
Advanced (subject) Tests in
New York State effective
immediately. At the same
time, certain testing services for the handicapped,

t

for students needing makeup
administrations, and for
Sabbath observers can now
be restored. The amendments were adopted on June
30.

Although the amendments
to the New York law were
designed to give students
easier access to tests
already administered, they
made compliance more
difficult by extending the
law to include public

disclosure of one form of
each of the 20 GRE Advanced Tests (tests in different fields) every three
years. As a result, the GRE
Board is suspending the
administration of these tests
in the state until the full
impact of the requirement
can be assessed.
On the face of it, "the
public release of one test
form every three years may
not appear to have major

implications," said Dean
Alfred Sussman, of the
University of Michigan, and
chairman of the GRE Board.
"But the disclosure of one
test form very directly affects all others because we
must equate scores between
different editions of the test.
For this, and other reasons,
including the cost of
preparing new exams more
frequently for a small
number of test takers, we

have to consider the effect on
the expense for test takers
and upon the quality of tests
before making a further
decision."

Educational
Testing
Service develops and administers the GRE Aptitude
and Advanced Tests for the
GREBoard.

live Music Thurs ., Fri. , Sat .

THE ATTIC LOUNGE
CANDY

Appear ing t his w eek :
10th & Pine Rollo

364· 1058

Letters to the Editor
(Cont. from pg. 4)

Company

S oppor·

ition as

ou've no
putation

, inform·

uction
'VOndilJ\lI

with the students here. But
now we have the people and
the talent to have a good
·squad.
In our opinion, two things
must be present to have
school spirit for the UMR
athletic program. First 01
all, we need support. Twelve
voices shouldn't be expected
to voice the spirit of the
school. What's more we
can't do it. Our job is to lead
cheers. Your job is to follow
them. Which brings us to the
second factor of spirit, which
is unity. The Twelfth Man
Award is a fantastic contest,
don't misunderstand us, but
it has its drawbacks. With all
of the organizations competing for this award, they
soon started yelling separate
cheers
and
even
organizational cheers, when
the object of the game is to
support the Miners. 1- think
the judges, too, should take
this into consideration: how
much does so and so
organization actually try to
invoke school spirit, or how
much do they just try to be

We Sell Footwear As
Rugged As Anything
Nature Makes.

iewing

17
lPortunilY
oyer M/F

recognized as competing for
the award.
While it is true that the St.
Pat's Board has always
called for cartwheels and the
like they are the only
organization that has continually yelled with the
cheerleaders this year,
rather than against us. To
us, they are entertaining.
They help us when they
clown around, but they are
hastled from. all sides. They
are constantly being watched and needied by the
authorities and ridiculed by
portions of the student body,
when all they are trying to do
is attempting to bring about
enthusiasm ; about St. Pat's,
about the Miner's, about
anything, as opposed to dull
lumps with their eyes glued
to the field.
Again, we want to stress
the fact that we are not
cutting down the Twelfth
Man Award. We would just
like to see the student body
pull together as a whole to
support the Miners. Anyway
... keep up the good work,
Miners!
Sincerely,
The UMR Cheerleaders

13fAR

Am:<oJfD

If you're looking for
outdoor boots that bear
up, this is where you'll
find them.
Dexter R.O.F's. The
Rugged
Ou tdoor
Footwear built to take
anything nature can dish
out.
Heavy·duty construe·
tion and yellow·label
Vibram@ soles.

[W

20% off

r..
Graduating Engineers
Put your education to work. With ~...~.
A career with Sperry Flight Systems will make real
use of the time and energy you 've put into the last
four years. The result: we both profit. The more
innovative our engineers, the more opportunities
they create for themselves. We appreciate that. After
all, that's what makes us a growing company.
Speaking of growth , we're the fastest growing of
all Sperry Corporation divisions. We' re an industry
leader in the design and development of high·
technology control systems and electronics for air
and space applications.
We're looking for BS and MS graduates in
Electrical, Electronic and Aeronautical/ Aerospace
Engineering or a related engineering discipline. You
may be involved in:

• Research & development

Entire Stock

• Control systems

Oct. 2, 3, & 4
HOURS: 9:00 a.m.-S :OO p.m.

• Electronic design

TWEEDIE·S
907 N. Pine

Rolla, .MO

• Product design
• Design analysis

Intf'restedi If so, let's get together. We'd like to
talk to you about our business and the Phoenix life·

style that offers you a vacation climate and outdoor
recreation year·round.

We'll be 00 campus
Moo-Tues', Oct 13-14.
See Clyde Rea.
Investigate the opportunities at Sperry by talking
to us while we're on campus. We' ll fill you in on our
competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits.
Contact your campus Placement Office to arrange
to see us.

..JLSI=E~Y
lr
FLIGHT SYSTEMS

PO . BO X 21111
PHOENI X, ARIZONA 85036
We're an Equal Opportun ity Employer,
U.S. citizenship or permanent resident statu s required.

341-3333
,
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Southwinds Magazine

We want you

Larry - "Hey, Joe. Didn't
see you are the Southwinds
meeting Monday night."
Joe - " Well, ya know I
didn't promise anything. I
just said I'd think aboutit. "
Larry - "I know. I know. I
see you've got a copy of
Southwinds there though. "
Joe - "Yeah I looked it
over, and ·it's ~ot too bad.
Besides, I thought my
mother mightlikea copy."
Larry - "Sure, Joe. Now
listen man. I'd sure like to.

Joe - "I don't know,
Larry. But I'll think about it
some more."
(All
UMR
Students:
Larry's invitation to Joe
goes for you, too. If you
missed the meeting last
Monday night leave your
name, address, and phone
nun'lber in the Southwinds
box, Humanities. Be a part
of
publishing
UMR's
Literary Magazine. Join
Southwinds
(formerly
GRUMLS).)

get you to come to one of our
meetings. I already told you
that you don't have to write
poetry to be in the club. We
want people with all kinds of
art interests. I know you're
good with that camera of
yours. And don't worry
about missing the meeting
Monday night. If you're
interested you can still get .in
the club as a charter
member if you join by October 6th. That's this Monday."

• 'afIi 1J1actIi •
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By DAVE WILLIAMS
His
name
is
Geza
Kisvarsanyi.
I sat and talked with him
about his past, and was
treated to a journey filled
with adventure, travel, good
fortune,
learning,
and
discovery.
Here at UMR, he is known
as Dr. K. This is his story.
Dr_ K was born in Tokay,
Hungary, and attended high
school in nearby Eger.
Immediately following his
graduation in 1944, at the age
of 18, he was drafted into the
German army.
"I was a machine gunner
on the Russ.ian front," he
recalled, in a dialect he
described as being FlnnoUgric, the language of his
country. " The war ended in
1945, and I became a
prisoner of war. I spent 3
years in Gulag, a Russian
concentration camp, installing
and
building
military roads from Russia
to Iran. These same roads
now give Russia relatively
easy access to Iran through
previously difficult terrain.
"I contracted malaria in
1947 and was discharged. I
was extremely fortunate only 10 percent of the people
iq these . I",~r. caplP.S. sur-

vived."

After his " recovery," Dr.
K went to Budapest, the
capital of Hungary, where he
obtained his Master's degree
in Geoiogy. He left the
country in 1957, when the
Hungarian
revolution
against communism failed.
"We wanted our freedom,
but our strength was nothing
compared to that of the
Russians."
This led to his migration to
the United States, where he
was hired by the Kennecott
Copper Corp. He was instrumental in the discovery
of the " new" lead belt, and
other minerals research led
him to the discovery of
nickel, copper, and cobalt in
Minnesota. So far, these
mineral discoveries have
produced close to 25 billion
dollars worth of revenues.
"I was very impressed
when I first saw America, "
he
said.
"It
seemed
dynamic,
young,
with
tremendous
potential.
Easily, the richest country
on earth.
"I still think this. But there
are, of course, many
problems. We use many of
our resources wastefully.
Social problems plague the
country.
"We are a very fortpnll~

country, though. No other
nation comes close to our
'universal state.' We are,
indeed, a 'melting pot' of
nationalities, which greatly
contributes to the output of
the country."
He pauses, and reflects on
what he has just said.
"I miss the culture that
Europe offers, however. My
high school was built in 1765.
It was very beautiful. The
big cities in Europe are built
for work, art, pleasure.
Here, big cities are built
mainly for work, which
creates an alienating environment at times."
In 1962, Dr. K came to
Rolla, and obtained his
Ph.D. in Geology.
"When I was in Europe,
there were three schools in
the United States which were
highly respected for their
geologic-related fields Columbia University in New
York, the Colorado School of
Mines, and the Missouri
School of Mines (now UMR) .
Of these, I felt that the school
in Rolla best suited my
needs. Here, we are accessible to all parts of the
country, with many different
sources of mineral study
close by. We are in an excellentlocatlon."
I I I E>r , ~ h'lli u~d t!tis fact to

Little did you know that
you can pay 12'h¢ to see a
stooge and get to watch
another movie at no extra
charge. Well, the St. Pat's
Board is showing, tonight, at
the Uptown theater twice (7
& 9:45 p.m.) two Three
Stooges flicks - That's six
stooges at 121ht equals 7st plus, by popular demand,
Silver Streak ith your star
and mine Richard Fryor. I
do hope everybody out there
in this reading audience
saved 25¢ and bought their
ticket to the St. Pat's Benefit
Movie in advance ($1.00 at
the door) and plan to star!
the weekend off right at the
movies. You can kill two
birds with one stone : relieve
your mental frustrations of a

his advantage. He has taught
18 different courses since his
first year here at UMR, and
has published over 100
research and consulting
papers dealing with various
aspects of his profession.
He is currently lobbying
for a new Mining Research
Building. "This is an internationally
acclalmed
institution. It is a 3hock to
see this (Norwood Hall) in
such bad shape. We not only
need a new building, we
deserve
it.
Missouri
produces millions of dollars
of minerals every year ...
some of this money should be
used in the construction of a
newer,
more elaborate
Mining building."
And why has this not been
done?
"I just do not know, " he
said.
Dr. K lives with his wife,
Eva, and his daughter,
Erika, here in Rolla. He has
been a U.S. citizen since
1962, and will not return to
his native land until It is a
free nation. You can sense
his sadness at this improbability.
" If you change your
country," he was saying as I
left, "you change your
heart ... "

week's worth of studying and
support the best celebration
ever.
As of today there are only
161 days until St. Pat's 1981.
Unfortunately, some of you
freshmen haven't ever experienced St. Patrick's day
as it is celebratea in Rolla,
Mo., and maybe some of you
can't
understand
why
somebody in a dirty high
school jacket is trying to sell
you something that's green.

Well, it's you people that I
feel sorry for because you
have not yet lived! And
there's only one way you will
ever live and that is to experience St. Pat's as it is
celebrated nowhere else.
Anyway, the Septemberfest
and this benefit movie both
benefit St. Pat's 1981 (The
73rd annual celebration). So
try to live and to see the
stooges and Mr. Pryor so St.
Pat's 1981 will be "The Best
Ever."

The enigmatic "Dr. K", Geza Kisvarsanyi.

Rolla Coin
Club
Educational Sessions
Quizzes with Prizes

Coin AuCtion
Everyone Welcome
7:15 p.m.
3rd Wednesday Each Month
At the United Telephone Building
Corner of 11 th St . and Elm
(use rear basement stairs).
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Dick Elgin

Surveying's importance is on the rise

llleOf OUr

I told you
! to Wtite
clUb, We
Ukinds of
lW YOU're

OPIRELEASE
When Richard <Dick)
Elgin joined the civil
engineering faculty at UMR
this fall, he began his fourth
stint on the Rolla campus.
A native of St. James, he
entered UMR as a freshman
in 1966, but left after two
years for a tour of duty with
the U.S. Army, including a
year in Vietnam as a
helicopter pilot. He returned
to civilian life - and UMRin the fall of 1971, and
received his B.S. degree in
civil engineering in May,

ilInera of

It Worry

1

meeting

If You're
still get in
Charter

in by Oc.
this Moo-

1974.

Elgin worked in Higginsville
for
Riddle
Engineering, Inc., a Kansas
City consulting engineering
firm, before taking leave in
the fall of 1975 to come back
to UMR for graduate work.
He received his M.S. in civil
engineering with an emphasis in public works
engineering in December,
1976.

Since then, he has worked
as Richmond office manager
for Riddle Engineering and
has completed course work
toward his Ph.D. at the
University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville.

This year, back at UMR,
he is teaching surveying
courses, his main area of
interest and research. The
"father"
of
civil
engineering, surveying is a
field that is enjoying
renewed interest these days,
Elgin finds.
"The demand for well-

educated surveyors has
really increased within the
last five to ten years," he
says. "Two major factors
contribute to this - new
technology
and
the
recognition of the importance of land resources
and the resulting rise in land
values."

rI QUALITY CLEANERS

I

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401

Will you like Alcoa? Ask the people
, who work there.
"Alcoa is very concerned with safety
anp environment. We're proof that
large companies can be
people· oriented too."

"I love where I work. The environment is conducive to my personal
growth and the job is challenging."
Joyce Aaahl, Personnel,
Wenatchee, Washington

laITY Cartson, R&D,
Massena, New Yorl<

I

r

.-,

UMR student in forty-seventh day of attempt to
set new world's record at loitering in the library.
(Photo by Cook)

II
1/

WHEN'S THE LAST
TIME YOU TOLD HER

,~~~ .

. .N
YOU' LOVE HER?
Express your love with a gift that says "I Love
You" ", 14K yellow gold heart earrings, with a
matching pendant, both with fiery, radiant
Opals. Give a gift of love, today, to your
favorite Gal. (18 inch, 14K gold chain
included)

r

Alcoa recruiters will be on campus
October 8, interviewing people wilt1
,back~l~nd in ,ME, EE, IE , METE,
IEDP, R&D and flroduction Control.
\ Tralfic. For career information with
IAlcoa and to sign up for an
,Interview, check your Placement
,Office.

f
715 Pine 51. Rollo
364:2142'
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·······Independents Weekend-1980·······
spring to fall. It's also bigger George Pietsch farm about
this year, three days instead two miles south on Hi~way
two,
and
each 72, watch for fliers with
After an awfully long wait, of
it's finally time for another organization participating is more detailed information.
Independents' Weekend. For responsible for sponsoring Tickets go on sale Monday,
the
uninitiated,
In- an event rather than I.W.C. September 29.
dependents' Weekend is a running the whole show.
At 1:30 p.m. Friday, OcEnough of the bull, let's tober 3rd, at Lions Club
party weekend sponsored by
the dorms, eating clubs, and find out what actually is Park, G.D.1. is sponsoring
G.D.1. Planning and coor- going to be taking place. On the Games. Besides some old
dination of the weekend is Thursday, October 2nd, traditional St. Pat's style
done
by
Independents' R.H.A. is sponsoring a games, there's going to be a
Weekend
Committee hayride and bonfire. The Beer Drinkers Obstacle
(I.W.C.) which consists of wagons will be running from
representatives from each 7 to 9 and the bonfire all four
hours. A $2.00 ticket will be
sponsoring organization.
There have been some required for the hayride but
changes in the weekend. the bonfire is free. The
Most notably moving It from location for all this is the
Submitted by I.W.C.

Course, Chug Checkers, and
a
mushball tournament
starting at two. Plenty of
beer will be available and
whether you plan to partiCipate or just watCh, you'.ll
have a good time.
Friday
night,
TechEngine Club is planning an
After-the-Fights party. At
this writing, details are a bit
sketchy, but you can be sure
there will be plenty oLIun

in advance.
Saturday evening, October
4th, at 9 p.m., Campus Club
will cap the weekend with a
party
featuring
mixed
drinks. At 10:30 p.m. I.W.C.
will have a short awards
ceremony and crown the
Independents' Queen. The
party will then continue to
1:00 a.m. Campus Club is at
1304 Pine Street.
By next week this time
everything will be ready and
all that will be needed is
people ready for a good time.
All events are open to all
students, so grab a friend
anq come party.

Colleen Condon - Campus Club

Franzlska Malsy - MHAE
Motel Housing Association
East is proud to announce
Franziska Malsy as their
Independent Weekend Queen
Candidate.
charming
Ziska,
the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
K.J.J. Malsy of Lincoln,
Missouri, is a junior in civil
Engineering
with
a
preference in Hydraulics.

and "refreshments" at 312
W.16thSt.
Saturday afternoon . at
Lions Club Park, from 3:30
p.m. to six is the famous
Independents'
Weekend
B.B.Q. I.W.C. will be offering pork steaks, beans,
and chips for $1.50 a plate
with beer and soda on the
side. Eptertainment will be
provided by the KMNR
Roadshow. So after the
Miners beat Lincoln, gather
up Mom and Dad and bring
them to the barbeque.
Tickets will go on sale
Monday and we would appreciate if they were bought

Ziska is very active in
intramural sports, pl~ying
basketball, soccer, softball,
track and racquetball. She
also has hobbies including
horseback riding, motorcycling,
hunting
and
crocheting.
Ambitious? "I want to
receive my B.S. at Rolla and
then travel."

Campus Club is proud to
announce
Miss
Colleen
Condon as their Independent
Weekend Queen Candidate.
Colleen is one of five lovely
daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas P. Condon of Imperial Mo. Colleen is pursuing a career in the nursing
profession at Deaconess
Hospital School of Nursing.

Elaine
beautiful,
creative, cunning, spirited,
Electrical
Engineering
major, member of T.E.C.,

Colleen loves all sports,
especially softball,
and
enjoys motorcycling, hiking,
'fish'ing, and visiting Rolla.
Colleen is the obvious
choice for Independants
Weekend Queen, based on
her
beauty,
charming
personality,
and
independent spirit.

enthusiastic participant of
Independents Weekend; a
proud supporter of G.D.I.,
simply charming - Elaine.

Schedule of Events

We the residents of R.H.A.
(better known as the quad),
are pleased to present as our
own
1980 Independent's
Weekend Queen Candidate,
Miss Kay Runge. Kay is a
freshman
majoring
in

Engineering Management.
Her hobbies and interests
include
writing,
water
skiing, and swimming. Her
hometown is Hughesville,
Mo.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2
HAYRIDE & BONFIRE
7-11 p.m. - Hayrides at
7 and 8, $2.00; bonfire
free. Take Highway 72
two to three miles south;
pass Highway F on left;
200 feet past F turn left
on Fairview Road East
(gravel); follow to end.
Operator not responsbile
for injuries. sponsored
byRHA.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
GAMES 1:30 p.m. Park.
Lion's
Club
Sponsored by G.D.I.

FRIDAY EVENING
"AFTER
THE
FIGHTS" PARTY ClUb.
Tech-Engine
Sponsored by T.KC.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4
BARBECUE 3:3(}-6:00
p.m. Lion's Club
Park.
$1.50/plate.
Sponsored by I. W.C.
SA TURDA Y EVENING
AND
INPARTY
DEPENDENTS'
QUEEN CORONATION
9:00-1:00
Campus
ClUb. Sponsored by C.C.
andI.W.C.

Cynthia Strouse - T.J.
Thomas Jefferson Hall
presents Cynthia Strouse as
their 1980 Independents
Queen Candidate. Cynthia is
a junior majoring in Computer SCience. She is a true

Independent, being involved
in various organizations, and
intramural sports for T.J.,
each of her three years at
UMR. Cynthia calls- Mexico,
Mo. home.

Thursd ay, Octobe r 2, 1980
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Th e ·IIG ang Gr ee n" .
ba its the Gr ey Ja cke ts
The Green Challenge

loan
friend

Students talk on, unawar e of compan ion overcom e by sinister
alien
forces.
(Photo by Schaeffer)

Board - the ultimate in
power and sexual prowess will demean, destroy, deface
and deport these worthless
chicks to Iran! Where they
will be lucky enough to
escape the overpowering
domination of "The Gang
Green."

Let it be known that on this
day, Thursday, October 2 in
the one thousandth, nine
hundred eightyth year of our
Lord, the organizers of the
best Celebration since st.
Patrick drove the snakes out
of Ireland, do hereby ordain
and establish the challenges
of the sexes: the men from
the st. Pat's Board vs. the
gay greys - in the great Irish
tradition
of
Rugby
(American football) . If this
challenge is accepted by the
IFC (Insidiously Fallible
Chumps), the St. Pat's

Unfortunately, due to the
arrival of cold weather you
have seen the Grey Jackets
miraculously appear on
campus, but this will be no
more when we will leave the
judgmen t upon you, the
students of UMR - the
brilliant engineers of the
future, to observe this

"Why not? I have the inche s for it!"

dangerous mutilation of the
" ego Sodumus Chickenus."
If any of you Grey
Weaselschmitz can comprehend these green words
of distinction which will
.t ranslate
into
TOTAL
DEVASTATION, maybe you
will crawl on your bellies out
to the green fields of Lions
Club Park 9n Friday, October 17 at 4 p.m. to eat the
dirt beneath our feet. So now
it's upon your shoulders, you
losers in grey, to respond to
our challenge and put Joe
Rynski on the line! Don't be
cooped up and come on out
and prepare to meet your
doom.

Ko en ig rev ea led as UM R po rn sta r

By BOB KOENIG

in·

Recently I fulfilled a longstanding desire of mine. The
location of my satisfaction
was a superma rket and the
instrument
of
my
gratification, a newspaper.
Simply put, I bought a copy
of the National Inquirer.
Now don't look at me that
way. Don't tell me you
haven't been tempted by
those headlines. You know
the ones I mean.
"FAMOUS
PSYCmCS
PREDICT 47 TmNGS THAT
WON'T HAPPEN IN 1981
(Now You Don't Have to
Worry).
AT LAST MIRACLE
WEIGHT LOSS: ANTIGRAVITY.
SECRET
AFFAIR
REVEALED: JACKIE O.
DATING JOHN F. 16
YEARS AFTER DEATH,
"You Can't Keep a Good
Man Down".
TINY TIM TO MARRY
AMELIA EARHEA RT IN
PSYCmC
WEDDING.
J ohnny Carson Hails Media
Event.
This particula r issue (that
I chanced to buy) attracted
me with a most unusual
headline:
CUBAN
REFUGEE
CRISIS
SOLVED,
University
Chancellor Recruits TA's.
"They don't have to understand them, just accept
them." This turned out to be
about some Ohio campus.
This was followed by two
"normal" .
headlines:
"IDGHWAY
MINIMUM

SPEED RAISED TO 110
M.P.H.
(Figures
Prove
Additional Deaths Save
Energy) ",
and
"FRATE RNITY PLEDGE
DIES OF CANCER (Hazing
Suspecte d)".
The "hook" that finally got
me to reach down for that
"hard-ea rned" cash was as
follows
"COLLEGE
STUDENTS
BEWARE
(Scientist Uncovers Proof of
Alien Assault on Students'
Minds)". Just so you , won't
have to nm out and buy a
copy (and I can get paid for
more inches) what follows is
a reprint of the article and
the accompanying photo.
Recently John Doe Smith,
professor of botony at
Central
Druid College,
presente d the Inquirer with
proof that aliens, disguised
as common plants, have
invaded the earth. These
creature s, who drain the
mental powers of animals
for food, have been living
among us, perhaps for
centuries. We tell tbis
twisted tale in the doctor's .
own words.
My accidental discovery of
these creature s came about
due to their high concentratio n around universities and colleges. Where
concentrations of massive
mental activity by men (i.e.
"should I skip this class, or
maybe I should't. Their
could be a shotgun, but
today's an odd Monday and
he hasn't given ... ") draw
them like flies. I also
discovered that in the course

of the draining of human
minds the demons exert an
attractio n that draws the
students closer in order to
make the draining process
easier.
These vampires begin
their long lives in the form of
blades of grass or weeds,
praying at this stage on the
minds of insects and mice. In
their final form they
manifest themselves as
large trees.
My first clue of' the
existence of this menace
came while performing a
satistical study of student
performances.
Carefully
kept satistics showed that
students' academic performance
plummeted
sharply a few weeks before
the trees began to bud on
campus. Looking for a cause
and effect relatiOnship I
administered a battery of
tests. The results were incredible. The subjects seem
unable to concentrate on
anything but the opposite sex
during the early spring. This

~

G&D STEAK HOUSE
Open 7 days

11 a .m .-9 p.m.

60z. Ribeye

7

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

2.7 8 2.4 9 3.3 5
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
To~st. Free Ice Cream .

Wed ding
Bands

V
t

Oz ark Sil ver
1019 Kingshig hway

Forum Plaza

8 Oz . Chuck

STEAK

WA NT ED :
.J Cla~s Rings

tJI;?

interest, created in their
minds by the aliens, ends
with unsuspecting couples
sitting under "trees" where
they are most susceptible to
the drain. A massive increase in the alien's needs
occurs when they emerge
from the dormant state and
brings about these attacks of
spring fever.
I also noted that student
scores begin to rise again in
the fall while the "trees" are
still very active. I feel that
these aliens store mental
energy for the winter and
during late fall as their
"tanks" become full they .
begin to drain off only enough energy for day-today existence.
Reaction to my findings by
my colleagues has been
mixed. I made the mistake
in my original report of
pointing out that most
faculty seem unaffected by
the "trees" and many of
them felt insulted. Others
pOinted out Newton's famous
apple tree and su ested

Ro llo

341-3622

that .minds are "drained "
only ~ order to make th~m
receptive
to
supenor
knowledge
the
"~"
b~adcast.. One fellow m
bIOlogy notmg the effects on
young lovers suggested that
the plants (? ) could be
necessar y
for
human
reproduction.

these beasts. I don't know
about you, but the next time
I see a student lying unconscious beneath a tree I'm
going to smell his/her breath
to make sure.

One more note: Don't ever
buy a magazine called the
Mid-night Suo. They run
stupid
articles
with
Here the article drifted ' headlines (I've never opened
away from the facts off into one
up)
such
as:
a
bunch of mindless DERANGED
DENTIST
speculation that I won't STALKS POTOSI,
MO.
reprint. Needless to say (Twelve Bodies Found
we've been warned about Cleaned and Flossed).

~-------..-.---.---.---.-

.--.-\

I Fi sh er I
I~ Controls I!
~
\

l

Will Be Inter view ing On
Univ ersit y Of Mo.- Rolla
Cam pus

!
~

Oct . 15 & 16, 19'80 ~
) Wit h Prio rity on \\
l
Oct . 6
~
~

~

~

Positio ns are availa ble:
\ Electr ical Engin eering , Mecha nical \
)
Engin eering , Engin eering
\
\
~nagem'ent
\
l.~~_._.~~~~
_.~~~~~~~~._--l.

Sho rt Ter m Hos pita l Poli cy
VALUABLE PROTECTION WHEN YOU NEED:

.Covera ge for 60 , 90,120, or 180 days . ,
.Policies may be written for one addition al period
.No waiting for policy to be issued
.Room and board expense ($30 to $200 per day)

goQde£tl CQuQe 9£tl~w/{a£tlCe cAge£tlcy
215 W. 8th Street, Ramsey Buildin g, Suite 212

·f
!
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Blue Key

Groundwaves

Miner of the month announced

The heights of things
we have proven is
narrowed by our ways
a pit yawns and opens wide
across our learning prism;
chasms creep across our minds ;
and a fire burns within us.
Enough B.S. Time to move
on to my M.S. While we are
speaking of Jerry Lewis, do
you remember France?
That's where the Eiffel
Tower is 'which reminds me
of KMNR. Your only 24 hour
alternative (well, at least we
try!) .

Those of you who attended
the Missouri concert last
Saturday experienced a
band and road crew in
combat with a musically
useless structure - the Gale
Bullman Building. If you
were loaded beyond caring
about the sound, you were
fortuante. lJnfortunately,
getting loaded (unless it was
on a socially acceptable
substance - alcohol) became
somewhat of a hazard due to
the actions of a few (not all)
of UMR's finest. It it any
wonder the S.U.B. has difficulty in obtaining and
retaining performers when
they know where they will be
playing and under what
conditions?
Anyways, at least the
Godfather's pulling for us
lately. After purging the
system of all dissidents,
stroking the upper echelon
and increasing the number
of bootlickers - he stopped
(at the encouragement of
some
very
industrious
students) the superficial
renovation
of
Rayl
Cafeteria. Is it any wonder
that students rebel against
an administration which
normally has so little regard
for students or faculty? A
university should not be an
environment of parent-tochild relationships. Yet, the
university structure itself
tends toward developing a
" do as you're told" attitude.
An attitude which inhibits
proper communication and
personal growth. We, as
students, are forced into a
"do as I say, not as I do"
situation. Student groups
become irresponsible, at
times, being afflicted by
and

Dr. Don Myers has been
selected as the Blue Key
Miner of the Month for AprilMay.

However, the idsease of
youth is something everyone
has suffered through, for
even administrators were
born.
A problem we can deal
with now Is the general
election in November. The
political
circus
has
presented us with two major
candidates with nothing to
. say. One will not speak and
the other thunders bland
rhetoric. Give the man who
has something to say a
chance and register to vote
today. Even though he does
look like Dennis the
Menace's father, rememlier
that in the 1860 presidential
election, Douglas refused to
debate an unknown Illinois
congressman.
Dealing with so much
reality
is
difficult
<remember I work at KMNR), so let us move on to
more pleasant escapism.
Thursday - The New
Rack
features Elvis
Costello at 5 p.m. Im-

..

provisations - features Joe
Venutti in Chicago at midnight.
Friday
Gee-Debs
Request Show from 4 to 7
p.m.
Sunday - Blues for Rolla
featuring "BB King Live in
London".
Monday - Jazz for a
Monday features pat Longo
& his Super Big Band between 3 and 6 p.m. First cuts
features Mama's Pride at 8
p.m. The Rolling Bozo Revue
will feature Rare Bird's LP
" Born Again".
Tuesday - The Artist
Feature - Brewer' & Shipley
with Shipley in Studio, 6-8
p.m. The New Wave Show, 8
tol0p.m.
Wednesday
The
Bluegrass Variety Show
brings you: The red clay
ramblers from 3 to 6 p.m.
Bedtime stories presents
Rich Wakeman's "White
Rock" at midnight.
Goodnight,
Dave Strahorn

Dr. Myers, an alumnus of
UMR, returned to UMR in
Aug. 1979 as an assistant
Professor of English-Mgt. As
an avid- running enthusiast
and
veteran
of

m'lr"thons. he began last
·Dec. to orgaruze what
evolved into the Rolla
Fun
College-Community
Run held at the close of the
spring semester. Dr. Myers
spent many bours organizing
and obtaining the necessary
items which included obtaining the services of

equipment from the St. Louis
Track Club, and Grellner
Distributor as the sponsor
of the more than 150 trophies
that were awarded. As a
result of Dr. Myers efforts,
more than $1000 was raised
for the Rolla Community
Track Fund.
.
Dr.

...

-•

NOTICE
Inasmuch as the book stores are closed on
Saturday afternoons , SCOTTS OFFICE PRODUCTS in downtown Rolla will remain open all
day on Saturdays to take care of UMR
students' requests for supply items such as
battery packs for calculators, graph paper,
engineering pads, pen refills and the like.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

For 75 years, SCOTTS has served students
on the MSM-UMR campus . In fact, you'll find
SCOTTS advertisement in the first Rollamo
published in 1905. Stop by SCOTTS on Saturday afternoons, or any other time ...

w~ are a leader in fast. exciting fields .. . aircraft , missiles. dt.,(,troni c!-o. ")utomatinn . Electrical Engineers playa vital role in our continu("u ~rowth <lnu inuustry
leauership. Opportunities for future-minded Ele<:trical En~int"('rs In' dVdilable in
these challenging career fields :

Guidance and Control Mechanics
717 Pine Street
Rolla, MO

• Digital Flight Comrol Design/AnalysIs
• Inert ial Navlgarion Syste m Analysis
• Software DeSign Development and
Validation
• Trojectory AnalYSIS
• Redundant Dlgitpl Signol ProceSSing
• Filtering ond Control Techniques

• Forward Lool~ing Infrored . Television. or
Los .., T.. chnology

Avionics Test Requirements Analysis
•
•
•
•
•

Rada r
Disploys
1.1eniol Syst e ms
Flight Computers
Communication

Reliability
•
•
•
•

Data AnalYSIS
Circuit AnalYSIS
Pan Stress AnalYSIS
Failure Mode and Effect AnalYSIS

Electronics
• Autamatlc Test EqUipment
• Embedded Microprocessor Archltecturel
DeSign
.
• Digital Analog cnd RF EqUipment / Circuit
DeSign
• Hardware and Soh wa r€'

If your rea d y to gel yo ur ca reer off the ground.
McDonnell Douglas wou ld li ke to talk w ith yo u.
Sign up al your placemen t office fo r a perso nal in ter·
view. Here is the dale w.;,' 11 be o n ca mpus:

Tuesday & Wednesday,
October 14 & 15
.,
~!D.anrn

I

Fire Control Systems
• fl.adcr

,

*

.Il,j~

_eDONA/ELL

, .~'

/

DOUGL~

U.S. Citi ze nship Required
An Equal Opp0rlunily Employer

'-"
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Classifieds
Wayne Carson: Is it true that you are the illegitimate son of a tsetse
fly?
FOR SALE : HP-19C (continuous memory) programmable handheld printing calculator in excellent condition. Has a spare battery
pack, extra paper. I am also willing to give lessons on how to use the
calculator to your best allvantage. Price: $135, complete with owner's
manual and applications book. Willing to bargain. Call 364-7176 and
ask for AI Diamant.
.
FREE - Five thousand, low quality Teke scrapbooks. lnquire in
basement of the Rolla building.

Missouri

in

concert

at

the

Multi-Purpose Building.

( Photo by Bee)

MINER,
Could you please tell me when the real UMR yearbook will be
available. The TKE version was really nice but the rest of us students
should have a yearbook also. The yearbook mak;es it look like every
student who participates in stUdent activities ts a TKE. There ts more
than one organization at UMR.
Signed, UMR Student
(Not a TKE) surprised?

The fun and games show comes to town
Game show fans in the St.
Louis area who have
dreamed of winning color
televisions, a 'car, stoves,
refrigerators, and gifts
galore may have their wish
come true when Bob Barker,
the emcee of Television's
"The PrIce Is Right," comes
to the St. Louis Checkerdome on October 24.
"The Bob Barker Fun and
Games Show" features Bob
Barker, the handsome host
of CBS's "The PrIce Is
Right"
.and
one ' of
television's more popular
personalities.
The show, which has
broken attendance records
in previous engagements, Is
baSed on audience participation.
Barker
personally selects members
of the audience and involves
thetn in stunts, games and
all sorts of gags:
The show Is fast moving
and excitement runs high
when Barker goes out into
the audience. Much like their
television counterparts, the
contestants at the St. LouIs ·
Checkerdome will scream
and wave their arms to get
attention.
In "The Fun and Games
Show" there Is no
screening of the contestants.
Everyone has a chance to

pre-

random. Many gifts he will Much to his delight - and C:"mes Show" will take
hand out on the spot, other that of the audience - he place at the St. Louis
poeple will have to answer found the larger crowds are Checkerdome on October 24
questions and still others will . just as much fun . "This is at8:00p.m.
be selected to compete in the most fun I've had in 20
Tickets are $6.50 adults
stunts.
years," he added.
r" $3.25 for children under
Barker Is enthusiastic
Since that first show, "The
accompanied by an adult
about the show. "This Is the Bob Barker Fun and Games and will go on sale Sepsort of ·thing I've always Show" has had phenomenal tember 15 at the following
wanted to do," he said. "I success. Barker has broken ticket outlets :
enjoy getting out there with attendance rocords in hall
Checkerdome Box Office
the people and having a good after hall, many of which
All Sears Outlets
time - not to mention all records were held by the late
(Mail Orders : Send Money
those kisses - from the Elvis Presley.
Or<lers along with stamped,
women, of course. "
The show attracts a wide self-addressed return en"The Fun and Games range of people. In one show velope)
Show' Is great fun and en- in Virginia a woman told Bob
For further information
tertainment,"
said
Dr. she had ridden a bus all night contact :
Robert G. Rowe, Jr., one of from New York City to be
Charles Mancuso, St.
the promoters. Evidently the there. In Nashville a 92-year- Louis Checkerdome, 5700
people like it too. When "The old woman came 200 miles to Oakland Avenue, St. Louis,
Fun and Games Show" see the show. She won a gift, MO 63110, (314) 644-0900, or
premiered almost three too.
TENNESSEE PARTNERS,
years ago, Barker was un"This Is the first time, as INC., 604 North Roan Street,
certain as to how it would go far as we know, that a show Johnson City, TN 37601, (615)
over. "My first thoughts such as this has played in the 926-2791.
were that working with an st. Louis area," said Barker.
audience of 8,000 would be "The guy in the back has as
very different than working good an opportunity of
with a studio audience of 300 winning as anyone else."
people," explaiI1ed Barker.
The "Bob Barker Fun and

Nobuko's Hair
Boutique

CHEMICALS
FIBERS & YARNS

Design cut & specializing in easy care hairstyles
for guys and gals by

Nobuko, Peggi, or Sandal
Give Student Discounts.
Full line of hair care services.
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 daily

1203 Forum Dr. Rolla 341-3800

The chief frog's defense
COUPON~. . . . . . . . . . .
.

»PAPA
1\"

SEAR

<?pen 11. a .m.-7 p.m .
813 Pine Rolla
•
'Z
~~
At 2 slices bologno, salami , ham,
341 -3161
~
~
turkey , american and
0
~c...O~ ~fv
mozzarella cheese, lettuce,
!ij
~
tomato, pickles & onions
~

o

06

8

•
•

a'

All for
.

$2 50

Since its founding on the Texas Gulf Coast in 1958, Badlsche Corporation has become a· recognized rising force In the North American
chemicals and fibers and yams industries.
Today it is a member of the BASF Group, one of the world's largest and
niost respected chemical organizations.
With major manufacturing facilities In Williamsburg, Virginia; Freeport, Texas; Anderson, South Carolina, and Arnprior, Canada
Badische Corporation produces a variety of chemical products and
nylon and acrylic man·made fibers .

We will be interviewing at the
University of Missouri (Rolla) on October 21, 1980
. .. see your placement office for details.

Badische CorporatiQ.f'
F,reeport, Texas n541

Reg . $3 .00

Expires October 9, 1980

•
.

:

1·1ft~~~~~~1t..-1t:M'W~.H9t.-;~.. . ~jt,~.~,~~~1t;..... ~

F

364-3161

BADISCHE CORPORATION

•••••••••••

•

Flowers
1107 Pine

a producer of

participate. To select his
con~ts, Barier will go
right into the audience,
walking up and down the
aisles and picking people at

•

Sunnywall

r.t!f!!r.S
Member of the 8ASF Gioup . . . . .
an equal opportunity' employer-mil

I,
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Sohool year Financial

Midwestern Literature

F~port

It is alive and well

The M18souri Miner 18 operated by the UMR undergraduates and 1.s
published every so often by engineers who oan ' t think of any other
reason for a beer blast. As a new sohool year begins, we offer to
our subsoribers and other enemies (Deadly Crass and Vito Marshmello)
the following aocount of our financial dealings for the past year.
INCOME

Printing costs
• 27.921.81
Peanuts for campus
2.849.)1
squirrels
Advertising commissions
).8)0.1.5
.24
Typing paper
12.768.1)
Staff salaries
Payment of staff parking
tickets for alleged illegal
60.82
parking in Faoulty areas
Payment of official busines s
speeding tickets to city of
688.12
Rolla
Vagrancy charges against
9).81
managing editor
Spring staff party
beer
4)7.01
food
1.08
Private secretary for
assistant editor
.5.12).91
Fee to re-enter school
(Bill & Joe Miner)
)00.00
Telephone
Business
.20
Personal
.5,147.21
Private detectives for
blackmail operations
2,0.51.6.5
Used tire for editor's
bike
1.).5
Paid to 209 Tavern for
damages caused during
staff meeting
1,721.08
Engraving of editor's
signature
19.0)
Donation to Alumni Scholarship fund to further higher
education
77 .49
Unaccuonted for
11,)69.07

Student activity fees $2).97).00
subscription drive
.09
Blaokmail operati ons
from faoulty
8,621.4)
from stUdents
4,072.02
from J. Stink
10).22
Sale of fake 10 cards
1,192.07
Advertising
).8)0.16
Business manager's
hobby (printing $10 bills)

).21.5;00

Sale of ) hijacked airliners to Iranians
1.5.427.19
Renting faculty member's
cars during school hours 721.)1
Sale of UMR Engineer
magazine to management
majors
.47
Bets on Miner's games
168.)2
Found in Student Union
4.89
Gift from Publications
Board for having April Fool
issue out in April
2.5.1)
Pin-up photos sold to
Playboy
.0)
Sale of beer and cigarettes
during chem labs
2.74.5.98
Deposit refund on staff's
empty beer bottles
1.7.52.48
Sale of Rolla building
to Southwest Baptist
College
49.99
Offerings collected by
Editor posing as usher
at St. Pats Church
614.02
Total income
Deficit

74,461.47

sort of literary bad joke."
"It's a regional literature
to be sure," he says, "but to
call it regional is not to imply
that it is second rate. All one
has to do is look at a list of
Midwestern authors and
their works to see that it is
really a major movement in
American fiction.
"Mark
Twain,
for
example, provides a foundation for all of the writers
who followed him" he
continues. "In fact, with

SOURCE: OPI

EXPENSES

Total expenditures

~
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The study of Midwestern
literature is alive and well,
according to Dr. David D.
Anderson,
professor of
American
thought
and
language at Michigan State
University.
And
Anderson,
who
recently was a visiting
professor in English at the
University of MissouriRolla, is certainly in a
position to know about such
things. In 1971, he founded
the Society for the Study of
Midwestern Literature.
Anderson believes that in
the past there has been a
tendency on the part of some
critics to look upon Midwestern literature as "some

J ~ ~ SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY

J

364-5581

Rolla, Mo.

1009 Pine

:s

Forum II Hair

~ ~11~JR"sler$ ~
Long or Short
We give the look you want

l!~44!67

1413 Hauck Drive

7 , 61.47

~

"I'm optimistic about the
future, too," he adds.
"There's a tremendous
boom in terms of study and a
great many subjects that
still need to be looked into.
There's also a greater
availability of funds for such
projects than there was 10
years ago."

~:SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS::sss::SSS::::::::

66,.516.80

Waynesville

'Huckleberry Finn,' Twain
began what we like to think
of as modern American
fiction."

Rolla

~
HAIRSTYLING
n·ti!"fIoIDION

1973-19 14 19 1 5i979 '

.'RTH""'Y
PARTIES
We coter fa all
oges . No fuss!
No muss! Con
us! 341-2180.

a s k for
manager .

McDonald's birthday
cokes . available for
home parties.

Here

momill

getting

:~

make u
UMR MEN'S INTRAMURALS
Athl.t. of the we.k. Tom Hoffman , Kappa SiS!
Teom at the w . .k. B.ta Sig

UMR WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS

t-O;;:;;;-;:u;~~:;---"T"-..,====~.....-:-:=====~--.+_;:==~;';;'_:;;;=-_::_I_=,_:_O:::::;;:;7:;,=~_;:_+r==u;=====+-==___-;-..:.;,:.;,.,.==:-l

President. Dione

~;:.~~~~~J~~ic.-presid.nt.

lene Bric.. K.P. ; Secretory, Susanne Orr.II·ZTA:

Treasurer. Barb Show-Stardusters

. NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL COACHES DAY
Oct. 3
All coache, of Rolla and St . Robert trading crea or.
Invited to Rollo McDonald', for breakfast Oct. 3.
8 o.m. -10 a ,m .

3RD ANNUAL ARTS & CRAm FESTIVAL
Oct. -4 Downtown, Rolla.

SECRETARIES CORNER
October me.tlng of Rollo area chapt.r NSA will be
Oct . 14, Executives Night-coli 341-4171. For
secr.tarl.s in the Sf. Robert . Waynesville area .
Contact Shiela Schollian. 368-1201.

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
Nadra Curti.
1910 DISTRICT TEACHERS MEETING
Oct. 3 .
"Dear teechers who convene In Rolla . Mlzzou . all
UMR Drummer: 'What do
you think of my
execution?"
Tom Reuss , UMR Bond
: ''I'm In favor of It ."
Chuck FInley: "HI BIlly .
Fishing? "
Billy Key : "Naw '"drownlng

'hi.:~a~';,~:~ S0~:· an Im~~~':..,;';:s~I~.:I:~~~w~~ a ,;;I~~b~!.eb:~~,::~ ~'
a sesame seed bun ."
Soy It ~n 2 s7~0~ds. win a
a
6 ;gm .9 rp.:;'
'ih
.
d'
f
ere ar~
~ops a

1999'

cr-:h~:o?ote ~::~~~.'?ur

Im~t:~:~·~~n9~i~~r~;;~a.

burge\~~a~~~~:~·wln a

win a breakfast.
6 p .m .·9 p ,m ,
"McDonald's the place to
relax , treat your family to
frie' and Big Man ,"

6 p .m .-9 p .m.
"AI many a restaurant you
eal and mope,
Go to McDonald·s . don't be

~e~~~~i:;~:~~b~9~Ei;~:n
a breakfast.
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
"You' re such a pleasure for
us fa meet .
Your satisfaction Is our

8111

,,~~:ts~~~ri '~os~: :::~~ct
this?"

Pea,h (Geo'ge Walsh Do'e

~~~uv;:!e~)~;:~::sb~e~~

parents . When I'd ask for
$5, my mother would go
down to the basement and
print me on. ...

ou
,ha' CREVi"8iRTHOAVS :· Slgn/S'on.

Oct. J·Ann Carter
Oct . 3·Glno Sampsell

libra/ Opal
libra/ Opal

ct. · ren a am In
Oct . 1 I-Richard Beecher
Oct. J2.Terry Beecher

I ra
po
libra/ Opal
libra/ Opal

~ct. :- ~har~es ~"7

Oct
I S·Chris Gam.well
I1--"';i~~ViN2irt--:::;Tu~~~~2*----i~i;~iii=-:;mt-iiUii8liii~~GH'r~rt-CAi;ii;;~~Tii;i;iER3irr--;:;;lli;w;m:;NiGHr3it---m'ReirAim---j
UMR MEAL
NIGHT
Oct.. IS·VickieAndrew,
Dewey Allgood : "Ann.tte . I
bought a 6 acre farm . I
have on ocr. of peach
tr . .s. an empty ocr., on
ocr. of cherry tr••• . ond an
empty ocr..
Annette Caruso : 'What'.
th. Idea?"
D.wey: "I gotta hoy. 50me
plac. to throw t h e '

laugh for 30 seconds ·
win a bag of fries .
laugh for a m lnut.·
win a burg.r .
6 p .m ,·9 p . m .
"Need some •• rvlce In a
hurry .
Us. our drive thru . never
worry .

Cord trick . win a bag of
fri.s . Coin trlck . win a
burg.r . Make yourself
disappear.wln a breakfast .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

"l.ttuce entertain you .
McDonald's . Rolla . Mizzau .'·

~ ~

-._".,.

I" bubble· w in a bag of
fries. 3" bubble-win a
burger. 5" bubble· win a
6 b ,.e o.k. ,op".m
·.
pm 9
"We got the product and
Internotlanal fame ,
Our super cr.WI or. the
nome of the game ."

"A Nlte At The Waldorf At
McDonald's Prices ."
6 p . m .-9 p .m .
"We sell Big Macs and
burgers and pies and fries ,
Ice cream cones and
sundaes to I l g~t up your
ey.s.

Appear In costume· win a
bag of fries .
Witches on brooms· win a
b
Devil Wilho:tg;;~tume. win
a trip to Transylvania .
.. p . m .- l2 p .m .
"limit 19 sundaes to a
customer."

r
Right bAns:t wins a
rea ast .
//
r;v"~
.
~
Y
0

& ./'
J'.

libra/ Opal
Opal
Scorpio/
Scorpio/ Opal

CREW PERSON OF THE MONTH
Melilia Kern
FOR GRADE I JR. HIGH SCHOOL

_

Answer _ _

_

_

_

greates
The [
tried to
at hisdl
at aU b
cateb u
awful I!

better g
he start
his d€sR
first
decided
batbrool
W
alkin

IlJe J

stanoo.
Then

door, "E

~~CI

~~~ra~~po:

'What Is thot which Is full of hol.s and yet holds
water?

---v.C-;\

Name _ _ _ __
Answer _
Tear out . furl , ,nto

Oct. 30· David Bice

8:30 I
prepan
due to
study

_ __ _ _ _ _ __

Nam. _ _ ~~----~~~~~-
Fill out and give to manager-win a bog of fri ...

We01
Book~

a·troc
casse
&carr

~NIA"'1Ibo

.A111 . For
.svil\eorto.
1201.

NTll

IEETlNG
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Schum ann claim s anoth er victim

Jo e is a sitt ing du ck

ByALOAKES

Bill's reprie ve

( Photo by Bee)

...Iright but -he thought his
chances would be better
elsewhere.
Forgetting about the fact
that as an active EATer he
was required to attend all
EAT parties he was getting
ready to go to the 'cliffs.'
Some of his brothers found
out about this and decided to
enforce the penalty to the
fullest extent.
The penalty was of course
to be ponded at Schumann
Pond. Dressed merely in his
toga his buddies forced him
in a car and hauled him
away. Once at the pond Joe
put up some resistance. He
screame d and hollered for
help. Sure enough, help
came, but not for him.
Everybody who came to
help, helped throw him in.
Heave ho, in went Joe. Up
to his neck in slime Joe
thrashed about the cold
scummy water. " I'll get you
guys! " he yelled.
By the time he pulled
himself out the gang was
already locked up tight in
their cars. Joe ran up and
pounded on the windows but
to no avail. They just made
faces at him through the
glass. Then they left, leaving
Joe wet, soggy and smelly.
'Now, what to do?',

Last weekend the EAT
House celebrated its first
Party Weekend by partying
down with the sisters of Tau
Iota Tau. Almost the entire
TIT House arrived at the
EAT House for the annual
September Toga Party. This
however was no ordinary
September Toga Party; this
was a One Handed September
Toga
Party.
Meaning that the only means
of securing your sheet was
the sheet itself. Thus, one
hand was needed to hold it in
place.
Joe found this next to
impossible since he was
accustomed to two fisted
drinking habits. Since Joe
was no lQnger a pledge he
was void of his duty of
carrying around a pitcher
and making sure everyone
had a full beer. Now his job
was to make sure all the
pledges had full pitchers.
Joe was hanging around
the front door eyeing the
girls as they entered hoping
he would be able to pick up
on a cute co-ed that night.
After an hour or so he
decided it was futile. The
EAT TIT Party was going

thought Joe. He decided he'
better get back to the EA'
House. Walking down Hwy
63 a University Police ca
spotted him. "Nice night fo
a swim," said the officer a
he stuck his head out the
window. "Very fIlllQY," Sail
Joe, knowing perfectly weI
he would get in no troubh
since it wasn't his fault.
" How'd you like a rid,
down to the station?" aske
the officer in a way that J o
couldn't refuse. "Shhhe\
wee! Boy, do you eve
smell, why did I ever let yo'
sit in the front seat," e~
claimed the officer.
dunno?" laughed Joe.
Joe knew why he wa!
being taken to the station
they wanted Joe to preSl
charges on the EAT House s(
the University would have tc
place them on Pa~
Probation. At the station th(
Captain asked Joe if h(
weren't involved in the 'bm
window' incident. Joe saie
yeah, he had gotten mixe(
up in that but he hadn't dOD!
anything. Joe knew the)
were going to put him on tht
spot, if he would pres!
charges on the EAT HoUSl
he would be a free bird
Would Joe press charges?

A bo rn los er is for giv en by De an

from outside. "Alright,"
said Bill. He was on the
phone for half an hour and
Here It was, Monday then returned to his desk.
morning, and Bill was 'Now, where was I,' he
getting psyched for his thought to himself. It was
appointment with Dean getting kind of late so Bill
Robertson. He also had to figured he'd better go to bed
make up his calculus test at and get up early in the
8:30 and was not yet morning and study.
prepared. This was mainly
due to the fact that Bill's
Well here it was, the next
study habits were not the day and Bill had overslept.
greatest.
Not only would he be unThe night before Bill had prepared for class he would
tried to study. Sitting down also be late. Bill hurried to
at his desk to study he looked the H-SS building and ran to
at all he had to do, just to the bathroom and wrote all
catch up. It looked like an his formulas on the wall.
awful lot so he figured he'd
Arriving in class he was 10
better go get a soda before minutes late. The teacher
he started. Coming back to handed him the test told him
his desk he wrote down the to sit in back and that he
first problem and then would only have 50 minutes
decided he had to go to the to take the test. 5 minutes
bathroom. Finally after had elapsed and Bill
walking down and back up requested to go to the
the hall he was ready to get bathroom . When the teacher
started.
said yes Bill ran out like he
Then came a knock on the was in a real hurry. Running
door, "Hey Bill, you got a down the hall he ran over
phone call," said the voice the janitor who had just
By AL OAKES

We buy, sell, & trade .
Books, records ,
8-track s,
cassette s-,
& com·ic·s ,

finished
cleaning
the
bathroom . Bill knew what
had happened, sure enough,
it had all been washed clean.
So Bill went back to the test
and conceivably bombed it.
After class Bill was
heading to his meeting with
Dean Robertson when he
decided to stop by the Rolla
building and pick up a TKE
Scrapbook. Oh, excuse me, I
meant University Yearbook.
Coming to Dean Robertsons office, Bill found he was
out to lunch and wouldn't be
back for 15 minutes. Bill sat
down by his door and tried to
think what he would tell him.
He decided to try and make
the Dean feel sorry for him.
After
awhile
Dean
Robertson arrived and they

each took a seat in his office.
"Well, tell me Bill, just what
is your problem ?" asked the
Dean.

i
!

psychiat rist told me I was
trouble prone. I wanted a
second opinion so he told me
I was stupid too. McDonald's
doesn't even think I deserve
a break ... So you see, its not
my fault, right?"
Dean Robertson was so
enthralled by Bill's panacea.

that he decided to give hiD
one last ehance. But nex
time there would DC
m~ting. Bill would be out.
Bill was so happy he coulc
shit a railroad. He went bad
to the quad. If my MOlT
could only see me now, hr
thought to himself.

Bill replied, "I think it all
started when I was born, I
was a loser from the start.
When I was born the doctor
slapped my Mom and later
they caught him trying to put
me back in. My Mom
Adressers wanted ilnmediately!
wouldn't breast ' feed me
Work at home-n o experience necessa ry-ex·
because she said she just
cellent pay. Write: National Service, 9041
wanted to be friends. She fed
Mansfiel
d, Suite 2004, Shreveport, Louisiana
me with a slingshot because
71118.
I was so ugly. I had to sneak ,~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
up on a glass of water just to
get a drink. Later on in life
my Dad tied a piece of meat
around my neck so the dog
would play with me. When I
was older he took me to a
psychiatrist.
The

r-- -- -- -

t HERE NO W! ! t

Rural Electrificatio n Administrat ion

Careers: Electric/Telephone Engineering
Excellent opportunitie s In Rural
Electrificatio n and
Telecommu nications for Electrical
Engineers and Electronic
Engineers.

EE seniors sign up lor a personal
Interview with the REA Recruiting
Representat ive who will be al your
Placement Office _ _ _ __

Ask your Placement Officer for
pamphlets telling what the Rural
Electrificatio n Administrat ion
offers for a challenging career with
all advantages of the Federal Civil
Service ,

e.~"'""
i~i
',,~. ,,,,.'J

REA is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

t

Now Sho win g

,

1981 Mode ls Oldsm obile

,

t

,

t

Buick,

Special Deals &
Terms for UMR
Graduat ing
Seniors

AMC- Jeep

t
t Can We Build One J ust t
t
for

,
,

t

Renau lt

t

You? ? ?

Schweiss Motof,"",
Co. Inc.

<

0"

OLDS- BUICK - AMC-J EEP-R ENAUL T
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla. MO
Open 8 to 8 Sat. till 4 p.m.

,

t
,

- - - - - - - --
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Gridders beat Evangel, 40-20

.Miner offense key to victory
By DAVE RO~ERTS
UMR head football coach
'Charlie Finley is happy the
Miners are entering their
M1AA season opener with a
',(00 record but warns, "The
'blggies are coming up,"
The Miners, ranked ninth
10 the NCAA Division II,
~gin
their
conference
')Cbedule by ' ·hostlng the
' Lincoln University Blue
Tigers Saturday ,on Parents
J )ay. Kickoff is set for 1: 30
l.m. at Jackllng Field.
: Last yeai' the Miners got
off to a I!ood start (341) but

then lost three conference
games and finished tied for
third in the league.
UMR has been able to get
off to the fast start this
season largely because of a
marked improvement In the
offensive attack. The MIners
ranked In the mlddle of the
league in overall offense last
year. UMR was held under
ten points six times and
under five points three times
a year ago.
It has been a dlfferent
story so far this season.
UMR Is the conference's top
rated team in both rushing

and total offense and is
second in the passing
department.
Sophomore ' quarterback
Dennis Pirkle is connecting
on 62 percent of his passes by far the best in the conference. He has thrown for
498 yards and three touchdowns while being intercepted oniy once. The
conference's
top-ranked
quarterback,
Northeast
Missouri
State's
Cralg
Towbin, has been intercepted ten tlmes.
Oddly enough the Miners
do not have a receiver

Sports
-

._-
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·J ..eehonored by 'MIAA
MIAA~
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... KIRKSVIL\1Jr- Missouri~lla runnIn~"ack Jimmie
·,tee, a catalyst tn his team's
!:;Jourth stralght football win
last Saturday, is.this week's
i "Offensive Player of the
, Week" for th~ Missouri
Intercollegiate,
Athletic
. Southeast
: i\SSOCiation.
)fissouri liBI!backer Rich
Borman 'and ; Southwest ,
Missouri
tackle
Keith
Odehnal shared "Defensive
Player of the Week" honors
for the conference.
Lee, a 5-9, 181-pound senior,
from Rolla, scored three
touchdowns in' unbeaten
UMR's 40-20 victory of
Evangel. He gained 116
yards on 18 carries in only
three quarters : of playing
time.
Borman and Odehnal
charted impressive defen, sive statistics, although
Southeast dropped a 14-3
decision to Delta ' State
(Miss.),
and Southwest
bowed to
Northeastern
Oklahoma State, 25-7. The 60, 22(}.pound Borman, senior
from Mountain View, was

credited with 13 solo tackles
and 15 assisUMJ stops,
throwing , oppelt$lt ball
carriers for losses three
times. Odehnal, a 6-3, 235pound junior from St. LouisAffton,
logged
seven
unassisted and 13 assisted
tackles, two quarterback
"sacks" and one fumble
recovery.
Other top contenders for
Player"
"Offensive
recognition were Northeast
Missouri senior flanker Eric
Holm, who caught eight
passes for 103 yards and a
touchdown in the Bulldogs'
41-7 setback to Eastern
Illinois; Northwest Missouri
sophomore running back
Donald Lott, 18 carries for 96
yards and one TD In the
Bearcats' 13-6 loss to Central
Arkansas,
and
Lincoln
senior quarterback Don
Dunning, who gained 78
yards on the ground, passed
for 65 yards, scored a pair of
TD's and one two-point
conversion in oniy one hait of
action
Saturday.
With
Lincoln trailing 17~ at
halftime, Dunning was installed at the signal-calling

M-Club
Athlete of the week
This
week's
M-Ciub
Athlete of the Week is Miner
running back Jim Lee. Jim
ran for 118 yards on 17
carries for an average of

almost seven yards per
carry. Jim scored three of
the Miners six touchdowns In
the 40-20 win over Evangel.
Congratulations, Jim.

slot and guided a Blue Tiger
(COilt. on ~J.JS)

CrosS
Country
By JOHN DANIEL
The UMR Cross Country
Team
continued
their
winning ways with a 21-40
dual meet victory over
Westmlnister College on the
UMR home course last
Saturday.
The
cooler
weather
allowed for improved performances from several
Miner runners, but Pete
Jude of Westmlnister won
the race over the hilly five
mile course in 25: 50.7.
David Moore led an
assault of Miner harriers In
25 : 55, just ahead of Brent
Haefner. Freshmen Jim
Bullard and Dan Marley
followed in fourth and fifth
place, while Kevin Stock,
Dan Brown, and Joe Henze
completed the scoring for
the Miners.
The narriers will travel to
Columbia tomorrow for the
All Missouri Meet, and will
return home to host the
Miner Invitational on Oct.
11,
Northeast Missouri,
Central Missouri, Southeast
Missouri, Lincoln University, UMSL, Westmlnister
College,
Washington
University, and national
powerhouse Eastern Illinois
are expected at the invitational. Murray State's
national caliber team may
also be here for the meet.

among the league leaders.
There are 11 players who
have caught at least one pass
for UMR, junior fullback
David Fischer leading the
way with eight.
The Miners have five
running backs who are
averaging over four yards a
carry.
Senior
tailback
Jimmie Lee leads the way
with 299 yards and a 5.2
average. He had his biggest
game of the season last week
in UMR's 40-20 victory over
Evangel College. In that
contest Lee gained 118 yards
and scored three touchdowns
on 17 attempts and was
named the MIAA's offensive
player of the week.
Lee's starting mate in the
backfield, junior fullback
David Fischer, has 272 yards
for a 4.5 average. Freshman
tailback Randy Shed is
averaging 4.5 yards a carry
while jupjGr fullback Mark
Anderson is averagtDg U
and Junior fullb8iClt , BrljD
PartS' 4.3. The ~ have
rushed for 887 yarda In the
first four games WluIe tiJeIr
opponents have been held to
191.
UMR has no less than 12
people who hav~ scored.
Kicker Cralg ThOmas leads
the team in scoring with 19
poiIl¥ followed by 4ee wWl
111.

,'-

.

'-.

-.

On defeue UMR ii rAnked
second in the nation againstthe rush allowing an average
of 90 yards a game. UMR Is
allowing 143.2 yards through
the air but that is a little
misleading. Teams have
been forced to go to the air
against UMR wh~n Its

running game has been '
taken away. UMR opponents
are completing oniy aI"OIIDd ,
35 percent of their passes
and have been Intercepted
nine times.
Against Lincoln Finley is
looking
for
anythlna.
"Lincoln runs a little of '
everything," Finley said.
"Once they get started on
something and have some
success with It, they seem to
keep doing it."
Finley said the Blue Tigers
will start senior Don DJmnlng at quarterback against
the Miners. Dunning came
on In the second half and
rallied Lincoln from a 23~
deficit against ArkansasPine Bluff, although the Blue
Tigers wound up losing the
contest, 23·16.
Dunning has had a concareer
with
troverslal
Lincoln. Two years ago be
showed signs of developing
Into a ftne ql!8rterback. But
last )'~ he ha. some. itiffield pi-oblem» ~d ditn't ~
play mud!. He was trtel' at
diffei'eDt - positions ~
being moved back to
quarterback.
Lincoln, 2-2, has sh~ a
gOo'd running attack" at
times.
"They've
been
moving the ball well against
a lot of. folks," Finley !laid.
Lin~~top ~ is ~- "
man Victer Thome willi took '
the league's offensive player
of the week honors the ftrst
week of the season but has
struggled since. He is the
ninth r.anked runner In the
conference, averaging 44.5
yards a game.
The MIners got a scare

from Evangel for one half
last week. Evangel scored
two first-half touchdowns
and trailed only 26-13 enterlng the third period. But
the Miners got on track In
too secGIld ball, scoring
three IDucbdowns to put the
game out of reach.
UMR marched 111 yards
for a touchdown on Its first
possession of the second
half. Lee scored Ute touchdown on a 26-yard run.
After a bad punt later In
the third period UMR got the

baH at the 98 yardlJne period
and scored again on a fouryard run by PIrItle. Anderson ended the scoring
with an eight yard run In the
fourth period.
UMR's touchdowns in the
first half came on runs of
four and three yards by Lee
and a seven-yard run by
Chris Nisbet.
The Miners rollecl lIP 316
YIIIP on the growflt .. tile
coDfest Compared to '1'8 for ,
Evanget. ~ backed
Lee's
~
perfon'llance with' 63 yards on ~
ten carries while Parill
added 42 yards on nine
carries, Anderson 3jI yards
on six attempts and Shed 37
on'l2'

Tc

Peridd

Pirlde bit op 11 of his 17

passes -, fM" .}8fJ fUI!B, JUs
longest p8lllN1 33-yard toss to
senior Jeff Walters, who
would have Bll8Ied the game
if he had went ahead and bad
the knee surgery he was
scbedueld to liave last week.
He has postponed that
operation until after the
season.

Oi .
H

Entwisl!
Flowers
TompkiJ
Ra~

Beyer

Zacher

Miner kickers split pair MI
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Miner round ball
kickers, also known as the
UMR NCAA Division II
Soccer Team, lost at Avila
College last Friday but won
in their ' game at William
Jewell College Saturday.
The final score of the Avila
game was Avila 4 UMR 0,
The Miners downed William
Jewell 5-1.
Against Avila the Miners
played a scoreless first half
with good defensive performances. All four goals
came in the second half for
Avila, a team with deceptively quick forwards .
Against William Jewell the
Miners fell behind 0-1 on a
well·placed comer kick·
headball combination by
Boettchen at 3:00 min.
Donny Anselm knotted the
score at 1 apiece at the 10
minute mark. Chris Philipp
made it 2·1 Miners at 15 min,
Dan Blaes touch·kicked a
well-placed pass into the

Jewell goal at 21 min. Anselm and Blaes got their
second goals of the game at
29 and 30 minutes, respectively. Miner domination
was evident in the 32-2
shooting tally rolled up in the
match.
According to Coach Mc-

Nally, "We've been together
long enough to understand
what Intercollegiate Soccer
at this level is all about ... we
should be competitive with
everyone we face." The
team's next competition Is
UMSL, NEMO, and Avila in
the
MIAA
tournament.

raJlytbat
POints, Zl

PineBI

Beside
ild!lmal,t
IIllllinated
Player of
litre illlliQ

Gregory

~,'
and13 3&!;
~1llO!l!

I're!siY\Vi
and four
and Nort

~
~~
Sit of U
iIllI, two

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated,
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite,
So what's holdin' '?

.~="",la~__Oafather's Pi:~~~J
11 ''0 Forum Drive

Rolla. MO
3601,32"

~WiII

~est
1:)JP.1I1
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Football and ten nis head to wa rd cli max
By JOHN DANIEL

and racquetb all play started
this week, while swimmin g
competit on will be held next
week.
The Division I football
finals will be held on Oct. 1314 and several teams are in

The playoff picture for

intramur al football is taking
shape and tennis action is in
quarterfi nal play. Billiards

the running for berths in the
finals . In League I, Phi
Kappa Theta defeated Beta
Sigma Psi on the final play of
the game Monday night, to
set up a first place
showdown with Sigma Phi

Epsilon last night. In League
II, TKE appears to be in the
driver's seat for a playoff
position and met equally
tough Sigma Pi last night.
Kappa Sigma also remains
in ~e playoff picture.

In League I of Division II,
GDI and Sigma Tau Gamma
appear to be the favorites ,
however, Alpha Epsilon Pi
could also gain a spot. In
League II, Campus and
Triangle are deadlock ed for
Delta Sigma Phi 24, BSU
22

Division I

5 0
4 0
3 1
2 2
2 2
1 4
0 4
0 4

-

League II
TKE
Sigma Pi
Kappa Sigma
SigmaN u
RHA
TJHA
Wesley
MHA-West

4
4
3
2
2
1
1
0

0
1
1
2
3
3
3
4

The standings , as of last
Thursday , and the results
from last week are listed
below.

RESULT S

Football Standing s

League I
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Kappa Theta
Beta Sigma Psi
Kappa Alpha
Tech Eng.
Pi Kappa Alpha
ROTC
MIlA-Ea st

first, but Delta Tau Delta
cannot be counted out.

League I
GDI
Sigma Tau Gamma
Alpha EpSilon Pi
Lambda Chi All?ha
ABS
Theta Xi
Acacia

Division II

League II
Campus
Triangle
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Sigma Phi
BSU
CCH
Newman

4 0
3 1
2 1
2
3
3
3

4
4
3
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
2
3
3
4

Beta Sigma Psi 20, ROTC 0
Sigma Nu 26, Wesley 7
Sigma Pi 34, RHA 14
Sigma Phi Epsilon 28, Pi
Kappa Alpha 10
Campus 7, Delta Sigma
Phi 6
ABS 19, Theta Xi 17
Delta Tau Delta 27,
Newman 3
Kappa Sigma 28, MIIAWest 0

Kappa Alpha 39, MIIAEast 19
Lambda Chi Alpha 19,
Acacia 7
Sigma Tau Gamma 40,
Alpha Epsilon Pi 0
Triangle 28, CCH 20
TKE23, Wesley 6
. Phi Kappa Theta 36, ROTC
6
RHA14,T JHA6
Tech Eng. 14, Pi Kappa
Alpha 6
GDI 24, Theta Xi 6

Ta nk me n sw ee p SE MO Inv ita tio na l
By GERRY SCHNITZ LER
The UMR water polo team
is now 5-2 on the season. Last
weekend at the SEMO Invitationa l the Miners topped
the Universi ty of Arkansas Little Rock 21-6, SEMO 16-10,
Pericich
Chamber s
Bess
Adatis
Dickinson
Homoky
Entwistle
Flowers
Tompkin s
Racen

ATl'EMP TS

and SIU-Carb ondale 17-8.
The current team record and
player statistics follow .
At the SEMO tourname nt
the following statistics were
recorded for the tankmen
from Rolla:
GOALS
3
7
6
7

ASSISTS

10

8

11
8
4

10

10

7

4

7

13
12
16
19
14

o

1

o

O ·

2
8
2
3

3

o

•

~Ir
ethel'

\ersIand

f soccer
1Ut. .. we
ive with
1" The
"'lion is
Avila in
naDlenl

14-9
4-3

Darian Dickinson
Steve Homoky
Paul Entwistle
Jerry Flowers
Bob Chamber s
Brian Bess
Joe Pericich
Steve Adatis
David Raskin
Greg Tompkin s
Paul Gladis
Brad Racen

2

SAVES-Quarter ASSISTS

Beyer
Zacher

The UMR Invitation al
Water Polo Tournam ent,
renamed the Coors Invitationa l Tournam ent, will
be held this weekend. The

2
0

Ilrst game will begin 9:00
p.m. Friday evening and
features UMR and SEMO.
Come on out to see another
Miner sweep I

ASSISTS

GOALS

ATTEMP TS

23
10
17

17
17
12
17
13
12

34
34
30

8

12
5
5
6

31

5

11
29

14
5

10

o

1

o
2

22
25

1808 N. Bishop

R

364·6762

UMRWA TERPOL O
STATSl9 80
CUMULA TIVE 7 GAMES

UMR 22 Principia 4
UMR 24 Illinois 4
UMR 9 Loyola 12
UMR 7 Indiana 16
UMR 21 Arkansas -Little
Rock 6
UMR 16 Southeas t Missouri
10
UMR 17 SlU-Carb ondale 8
Record 5-2
Scoring Average
UMR 16.5 Opponen ts 8.5

Before accepting on offer
this year let us refer your job
interest to our extensive
mining industry contacts. Excellent growth opportunit ies
now available in the mining

industry througho ut the
USA. Employer pays all lees.
Please rush your resume or
qualificati ons sheet to:

MINING PLACEMENTS, INC.
Market Tower One

Suite 200
3033 So. Parker Rd.
Aurora, Colo. 80014

3

1
1
SAVES-QU ARTER ASSISTS

Tom Beyer . 39-22
8- 5
Ralph Roesler 3- 1

4
0
0

GOALIE S David Zacher

We'v e Mov ed fo. Serve
You Beff er
Sports Uniform s & Equipme nt

Missouri , which blanked
Arkansas -Montice llo, 17~,
last weekend , will entertain
Northwe st, while Lincoln
will be at UMR. Southwes t
will travel to lSOumeast.
Northeas t has one more nonconferen ce commitm ent, ·an
encounte r
at
Western
Illinois, starting at 1:30 p.m.

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •

: 3 TACOS

:••

.

:

•:
•

$1 00

Official Miner
T-Shirts & Jerseys
Fraterni ty Jerseys
House Jerseys
Silk Screen Printing
Fast Service

Sport Shoes
(Jogging . Training .

Basketball. Football . Tennis)

Complet e Line of
Greek Acce ••orle.

Come vl.lt u. at our new location'f
1200 Pine.

HEY -=========-

Faulkner'S ~erage '&.'.
Mini Mart
Rollo's Coldest Beer
Gas-Ie _Wine s

MINING ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGRS.
E.E. & MECH. ENGRS.
CHEM. & CIVIL ENGRS.

1

2

MIAA' (co nt. )
rally that fell sbort by seven
POints, 23-16, to Arkansas PineBluf f.
Beside
Borman
and
Odehnal, three players were
nominate d for "Defensi ve
Player of the Week." They
were junior lineback er Chip
Gregory
of
Northwe st
Missouri, who had seven solo
and 13 assisted stops; UMR
sophomo re
tackle
Bob
Pressly 'with five unassiste d
and four assisted tackles;
and Northeas t freshman
cornerba ck
Freddy
Thompso n with one assisted
stop, two pass intercept ions,
one fumble recovery and one
kickoff return for 23 yards.
Six of the seven league
schools will start their MlAA
schedules this saturday , all
in 1:30 p.m. games. Central

Attentio n I

Graduating Seniors

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .

·.Offe r ends dc'tober 25 , 1980 Schlitz & Coors on Top
•
1011 Kingshig hwoy
Rollo

..

..

SPORTs36<.""
na.lP~·
1200 P;oe

Rollo

-

..........................

--------------~ ~
Thursday, October 2, 1980

MISSOURI MINER

Joe-H arris Football
Forecasts
1882 t!antic City,N.J.
-P.o. Box

" Home Team
PROB.'UlI.3 IrulNERS & SCO.R3S
Ad rian • •~ .-:.~
A!eron • • ;. ... ... . . . .. . 21
" " LAiliuiA • . • . ••••••• •• 28
"Albion •• .• •• . •• • •••. 2l
Al bri(lht •.••.•.. . .••• 14
American International 28
'''AMher s t ••.••• •• .•••• 21
A?pa1achian Stat e • • • • 17
"A.l!·:AllSAS •.••••• • ••• • 21
'; 'ARi;'{ ••• . •• •• • ••••••• 24
I.l-li. shland •••••••••••• • 21

.!

*AUDURl'1 •••••••••••••• 31
Baldwin--'allace •••••• 17
*Bates ............... 28
*BAYLOR •••••• • ••••.•• 14
*Bethune-CooJanan ••••• 21
'''Boise State ......... 24
Buc]cnell .... . ........ 21
California Poly (SLO) 21
Capital ...... . ....... 14
*Central Connecticut • 14
*Central J.iichigNl •••• 21
"Cheyney State ••••••• 27
*CHAD:::L (THE) ....... 17
*Clarion .State ••••••• 20
*CIJllSOlI ............. 17
<-Colby ............... 21
*COillCCTICUT ••••••••• 17
DART;;OUTII ............ 14
" Dayton .............. 28
Delaware ............. 21
*Delam>re Valley ••••• 35
&.stem Kentucky ••••• 24
" East Stroudsburg St. 14
"'East Tennessee State 14
'''Edinboro State •••••• 24
" Ferris State •••••••• 14
Florida A. C:!.l. •••• • • 21
*FLORIDA ............. 24
Fran!clin .:: llarshall •• 28
Franl:lin ............. 14
Grambling ............. 49
'''Grand Valley State •• 21
Hacpden-Sydney ••••••• 21
'>Harmii ...... . ....... 35
Indiana Central •••••• 1 4
Indiana State .. ; ..... 21
* lllDIAlIA ............. 31
"Indiana U. (Pa.) .... 35
" IO"A STATE •••••••••• 24
* IO·.1A ................ 21
"Ithaca .............. 41
"Jackson S~ate ....... 21
James l iadison ........ 21
.o!"Juniata ••••••••••••• 17
Kalamazoo ............ 21
~IS AS STAT:; ......... 14
Lafayette •••••••••••• 21
"Lycoming ............ 35
; !assachusett. • ••••••• 2 4
~I-i!cneeee State ••••••• 24
";ieLlphis State ••••••• 21
*liIC,IIGAN •••••••••••• 28

A

5ATUfllJAY. OC 'i'03SR i . 1<;80
;oROBABU LU:5r:RS & SCOR,S
?ROBAiJr;;; . ':U:iLilS ,', SCO;C-:;s
~ . -::-:-::-:. -:. -:-:-:7
~ :LTIi:JSOTA-::::::.:-.
" YOUl1" stotm Stat. ... 7
i'ISSI5GL'?I STAT::: ... . 21
:nS5 ISS1P? I .. ..... ... 17
:C:'TUC::Y ..... .. ... .. 1
Olivet... .. ........ . 6
":rrSSOURI ............ 17
'cLebanon Valley .. • •• 13
!lont ana State • •••••• • 24
·"So . Con;1ecticut •. • • 7
I.Iorgan State • •• ••• ••• 28
,iiclc lebury ......... . 14
:;ount Union .......... 14
" ilarshal1 ....... .. .. 14
i Iurl'ey St ate ......... 24
TC~\'3 c;~ns:xIA.1! . ........ 10
'~-IAVY
14
'",
.............. .. 1 4
lEJVARD • . . . . ......•• 14
'::'H:':lJRi,SKA ••••••••••• • 28
Valparaiso •• •• . . .•••
il orth Carolina A c, T
21
RI CIL iOllD ••• •• ••••••• 1 4
"',1OIlT:', CArtOLIilA •••••• 21
-*jljari etta .. .. ...... .. ...... 7
';~;':orth D~=ota ................ 24
Hsl:lilton ............ 7
*~r orth ern Arizona .... 21
HOUSTo;1 •••••..•••••• 13
iforthem Illinoi s ••• • 28
DelaV7are State ............ 14
':!-iTorthern ~ lic higan ...... 24
!.Iontana ............. 14
·.crlorth Texes State ... 24
"Davidson ........... 20
iTO'rR ', JA: j£ ••••••••••• 21
4
"Fresno State ••••••• i3
"0::10 STU:; .......... 24
'''Ohio ;fortharn ......
Ohi o U............... 24
Towson State ........ 13
O;J.AlfOLiA ............. 24
Toledo .............. 14
"Otte r bein ........... 14
l Ianefield State .......... 7
?aci ~"ic Llr~herD.ll .......... 28
"P.::iCS'fLVAi II A •••••••• 17
V. !1 . I. • ••.•••..••• 14
Lock Haven State •••• 14
"?I'r'rSiJURGfi •••••••••• 21
VIRGLllA T:CH ••••••• 10
P ortland State
31
Union (:' . Y.) ....... 7
" Z ll::C ;TOi·; ........... 1 4
COLGATD ............. 14
"?uget Sm."'1d • • ••••••• 24
*HOLY CROSS •••••.••• 7
"PURDtD ••• • •••••••••• 28
ltV;-,";RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Slin >ery Roc;: State. 7
"'Leh 1(lh ••••••••••••• 14
"South C" rolina St"te 21
F. J . ;;adison ••.•••• 7
"SOU?H CA.'lOLLfA •••••• 21
'''Austin P eay State .. 14
' ' oouth Dakota ........ 21
·::·SO . CALIFOP~; IA ...... 27
::u t ztOml State...... 7
Louisia.'18 r.f ecll ............ i~
SO.. i C 'rEODI ST ................ 17
Shi!,pensburg State ..
" Springfi el d ......... 31
"·S·:r"'i1FORD •••••••••••• 28
;!orth\'lood (::1.ch. ) ••• 7
Howard U. (D.C.) .... 14
*Stephen F . Austi n ... 21
LOUISIAl:A STAT:; ••••• 1~
"S\'Ia r thmore •••••••••• 21
'~Johns ::o)l:ins •••••• 13
·:-:'·SYRACUS":: •••••••••••• 17
" Butler.............
",~
1
31
Prairie Vi ew A. Z; ii.
0
:;~~::e:s~~ · s;~~;·::::: 24
·....ayne (: ~i 0h) 3 t o.te
14
Tennessee Tech
14
" Bridg enate r (Va . ) . . 6
'::'Texa s A. C; 1. ....... 24
U. Texas (::a ?aso) .. 14
"T::cAS A. C: 1.1 . . . . . . . . 14
''':?rans ville ......... 7
TEl..AS ................ 24
"·.7i chi ta Sta te ...... 14
"T ren t on St a t e ••••••• 21
14
Du:re ................ 7
Trinity (Conn.) ...... 17
California (Pa. ) St.
'T t
28
COLORADO STAT] U. . . , 14
,.,. uf s ..( ..... )........
14
"U . I.io. ilolla • • • • •• 21
ARIZOllA ............. 14
"u. ll ebraslea (Omaha) 35
Alfred..............
"U. ;'fevada (I.. V.) .... 28
S. c, . Louisi=a ..... 14
'·'U . Ten,1 .(Chattanooga) 24
" U. TeXas (Arlington) 21
*j ,erchant llarine .... 7
Getty sburg .......... 14
'''Ups ala .............. 14
':+'iiop e . .......................... 7
~ ~UTAII S?A~ ............... 21
* ':rULSA .............. 13
"'j,aine .............. 14

:-.-:24

Susquehanna •••••••••

6

"Ri10de Island •••••••
Ball St at e ..........
Ar l(aI1sas S t a te ..........
CALIl'Olli' E ••••••••••

14
21
14
14

,.,,.,-

Sports!

& Lounge
Hwy . 63 North of 1-44 at Memoryville

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday thru Saturday
Monday Night Football (Giant Screen)
Tuesday Night
Backgammon & Dart Tourn .
Wednesday Night
Ladies' Night
Thursday Night
Men's Night

Restaurant
Lounge
Jet. 63 & 1, 44 Rolla MO

364 , 1633

~.~2 , 1 980
~!ATI O!TAL ~ r.:AGUE

Pll(j~J":::

LOS':;RS ~ ~
•.••••• 14
"ILLUOIS ••.•• . •. • •• 20
so. !a!JrJ l r.. r~ I :?l? r ........ 14
?~! ST.'\T: .................. 1 4
"'\'Ie ber 3 t u t e •••••••• 14
'''Bonie State ........ 6
'ciiOIl~; ~ ::;ST' ;m:

·:tDePaU\7 ..........................

7

"Lioreh ead State ..... 7
:aoSTOlT CO=:: •••••• 13
FLOTIIDA STAT: ••••••• 14
' 'J oJmso", C. Smith... 7
G .~oaG IA 'nCH ........ 10
ilo r th Da:w ta State •• 21
Idah o State ......... . 7
'::·So . Illil:ois ••••••• 14
ifor t:1e rn Iowa ••••••• 14
S . ',! . Louisiana ••••• 14
.-,: :I C:" 1GAll STAT:: ..... 7
U. C. L. I, . . . . . . . . . . 17
.r.-i:cnt ,S tat e ••••••••• 7
"COLORADO ........... 7
·'.'o os t er ••••••••••••• 7
'::-C en t ral -':.' as !ling ton. 7
COLU,:;:: U ., .......... 14
;;rul'.'LAllD ............ 14
'''' I daho .............. 14
BW",',f ............... 13
:::as te r n ""faSllinb'ton •• 14
::H;:r (0,;10) ........ 17
"-COIE';LL ............ 14
Alco rn Sta te ........ 20
ilORi' i: CAi1GI,TIlA STATE 14
Augus tana (S.D.) •••• 14
l>2 I ZOi·IA S'l'ATE ....... 14
-x-TULAlT: ... .. ......... 14
~;ortheast ern •••••••• 14
SAl: J OS:~ STA':r:: •••••• 14
:La.m.ar ••••••••••••••• 7
Dicl:inson •••••.••••• 6
KAlTSAS ............... 14
Boston U............ 21
Long Jcach Sta te .... 14
··'·U . ·~en.n. (Hartin) •• 13
Texas Sotri;hern •••••• 14
T::;J{AS T::CH . . . . . . . . . . 13
''''RICE ............... 7
Glassboro State ••••• 14
., 7illiaiO,ls ........... 14
Bondoin .............. 14
Linc oln (110.) ....... 7
South Da:,ota State •• 7
Fullerton State ••••• 21
Furoan .............. 14
Drake ............... 20
-:.ril!{es •••••••••••••• 7
UTAH ................ 14

llALI'n;ORE ...... ~7
C1llr,Imr.~'rI .... . ...... 1 6
'''DAU ,AS .............. 21
DE.fV:;R ............... 14

24
20
24
24
20

·"LUiLiI .............. 16
" GRnf BAy .......... 13
aEW YOa:, GIl" ITS ..... 17
':·CL'v:;:::LAl' D .......... 13
"Ai'LAl~ TA ............ 16
SEA-TTL;;: ............. 14
SAlI ,,'til':" CISCO ....... 17
" il E'.'! YOIcr J;;'i'S •••••• 20
ST . LOUIS ........... 23
KAHSt.S CITY ......... 17

"'CmtAGO ••••••• -::-:-::: 14

TK 'J?A MY ••••••••••• 13

LJ;::-rHon .............. 17

"'imUSrOn .............
·.'LOS .';!G= .........
;iE·.'1 Et:GLAllD ••••••••••
''',';:'! OHr.:::A;!S ....... . .
·:"O; .. ;:J.A)ill .............

~:·.P::II.Jl.D~EIA .......... 1 9
'.'IASI"I!TG ri'Oi.T •••••••••• 16
?I'i"!'S:3URGH ........... 20
"Mnr,:I'.SOTA. • .. .. • • .. 7
'::'S,'ol1 DI::lGO ........... 24
'DUFrALO ............. 17
I IO;;nAY • ~I:!l. §" 1980

One word for success ...

Las l

campi

Setty
INTERVIEWING
For permanent positions in the exciting and
challenging fields of the exploration for and the
production of crude oil and natural gas.
Getty representatives are meeting with students
with master's of science degrees in

GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS
on
October 7

Grc

SIGN UP NOW

Acorn
Getty Oil Company is an equal opportunity employer M/F

'reviewir

theprog

at U
Enginee

Louis hE
Sept. 2

SU,r.>nnrt

Miner

Pubmobi'e Restaurant

08404

Vessell's
Racquet
Club
Opening

October 1
Student Rates Available
F or Information Call

364-42

campus.
Chairn

IDittee i

Bertnolli
Graduatl
Center in

Other
Ctlrnmltll
Cress, d

Relatioru

secretary

Daane

Study,'UI
Driemeie
Business

liMsL;

I

Ikorn,

Graduate
Dr. Barr
jUnct in
Graduate
Center·

~

SUI

